
ON THE SPATIALLY HOMOGENEOUS LANDAUEQUATION FOR HARD POTENTIALSPART I : EXISTENCE, UNIQUENESS ANDSMOOTHNESSL. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIAbstract. We study the Cauchy problem for the homogeneousLandau equation of kinetic theory, in the case of hard potentials.We prove that for a large class of initial data, there exists a uniqueweak solution to this problem, which becomes immediately smoothand rapidly decaying at in�nity.Contents1. Introduction 12. Preliminaries and main results 42.1. Notations 42.2. Main de�nitions 62.3. Main results 123. Appearance and propagation of moments 194. Ellipticity of the di�usion matrix 285. Approximated problems 325.1. The approximated nonlinear equation 325.2. H�older estimates for aij and bi 355.3. Uniqueness for a linear parabolic equation 386. Smoothing e�ects 417. Initial data with in�nite entropy 508. Uniqueness by Gronwall's lemma 529. Uniqueness in a wider class 5810. Maxwellian lower bound 61References 651. IntroductionThe spatially homogeneous Landau equation (also called Fokker{Planck{Landau) is a common model in kinetic theory (Cf. [5, 24]). Itreads 1



2 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI@f@t = Q(f; f);(1)where f(t; v) � 0 is the density of particles which at time t 2 R+ havevelocity v 2 RN (N � 2). The kernel Q(f; f) is a quadratic nonlocaloperator acting only on the v variable and modelling the e�ect of the(grazing) collisions between particles. It is de�ned by the formulaQ(f; f)(v) = @@vi �ZRN dv� aij(v � v�)�f(v�) @f@vj (v)� f(v) @f@vj (v�)�� :(2)Here as well as in the sequel, we use the convention of Einstein forrepeated indices.The nonnegative symmetric matrix (aij)i;j is given by the formulaaij(z) = ��ij � zizjjzj2�	(jzj);(3)where the nonnegative function 	 only depends on the interaction be-tween particles.This equation is obtained as a limit of the Boltzmann equation whengrazing collisions prevail. See [35] for instance for a detailed study ofthe limiting process, and further references on the subject.It is homogeneous in that one assumes that the distribution functiondoes not depend on the position of the particles, but only on theirvelocities. We mention that very little is known in the inhomogeneouscase for large data (Cf. [25, 33]), while the spectral properties of thelinearized equation have been addressed in [9].We are only concerned here with so{called hard potentials, whichmeans that 9� > 0;  2 (0; 1]; 	(jzj) = � jzj+2:(4)This case corresponds to interactions with inverse s�power forces fors > 2N � 1.In fact, most of our study can be extended to the case when 	(jzj) =jzj2�(jzj) for some continuous function � such that � is smooth forjzj > 0 and �(jzj)! +1 as jzj ! +1. In particular, the assumptionthat 0 <  � 1 in (4) can easily be relaxed to 0 <  < 2, and even to > 0 if slight changes in the assumptions on the initial data are made.However, we shall keep the expression given by (4) in the sequel for thesake of simplicity.On the other hand, the very particular case of Maxwellian molecules = 0 is quite di�erent. It is studied in detail in [34].



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 3Finally, just as for the Boltzmann equation, little is known for softpotentials, i.e.  < 0 (Cf. [2, 12, 20, 35]), and even less for verysoft potentials, i.e.  < �2 (Cf. [35]). These appear as a challengefor future research, especially the very interesting and di�cult case = �3, corresponding to the Coulomb interaction.In this paper, we give a detailed discussion of the Cauchy problemfor equation (1) { (4), and we precise the qualitative properties of thesolutions. In particular, we are interested in smoothing e�ects. Ourresults can be summarized in the following way : under rather weakhypotheses on the initial data, there is a unique (weak) solution f toeq. (1) { (4). Moreover for all time t > 0, f(t; �) belongs to Schwartz'sspace of rapidly decreasing smooth functions, and is bounded frombelow by a Maxwellian distribution. Precise statements are presentedin section 2.The organization of the paper is as follows. First of all, the decaywhen jvj ! +1 of the solutions of (1) { (4) is studied in section 3.We prove there that all moments (in L1) of the solutions immediatelybecome �nite. Then, a lemma of ellipticity used throughout the paperis given in section 4. In section 5, we design convenient approximatedequations : they will be useful to rigorously justify many of the for-mal manipulations that will be performed on solutions of the Landauequation. The smoothing e�ects are studied in sections 6 and 7. Insections 8 and 9, the problem of uniqueness is addressed. Finally, insection 10, we investigate the properties of positivity of the solutionof (1) { (4).The Cauchy problem for the homogeneous Landau equation has al-ready been studied by Arsen'ev and Buryak (Cf. [3]) in the case when 	is smooth and bounded, and when initial data are smooth and rapidlydecreasing. Even though the framework of their paper is very di�erentfrom ours, we shall retain some of their ideas here (in particular insections 5, 7 and 9).The Boltzmann equation for hard potentials has been extensivelystudied under the hypothesis of angular cuto� of Grad (Cf. [8], [21]),that is, when the e�ect of grazing collisions is neglected (Cf. [1, 12,22, 26, 28, 36]). It is known that in this context there is a pointwiseMaxwellian lower bound, while the smoothing property does not hold,and apparently has to be replaced by the much weaker statement thatall the moments (in L1) of f immediately become �nite, and that thesmoothness is propagated. Very little is known when one does not



4 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANImake the cuto� assumption [2, 13, 16]. Our work supports the generalconjecture that smoothing e�ects are associated to grazing collisions.This conjecture is in fact proven in certain particular cases (Cf. [13, 14,15, 27]). We mention that the proof given below is much less technicalthan the ones given in the aforementioned works, and essentially doesnot depend on the dimension. In fact, it seems to be a general rule thatthe Landau equation is simpler to study than the Boltzmann equation,or at least than the Boltzmann equation without angular cuto�, in thesame way as derivatives are usually simpler to handle than fractionalderivatives.In a following companion paper, we shall study the long{time behav-ior of the solution to (1) { (4), and give precise estimates for the speedof convergence towards equilibrium. Here again, we shall obtain muchbetter and simpler results than what is known for the Boltzmann equa-tion. We mention that these results can actually help for the study ofthe trend towards equilibrium for the Boltzmann equation (Cf. [7, 32]).Acknowledgement : The authors thank S. Mischler and H. Zaagfor several fruitful discussions during the preparation of this work.2. Preliminaries and main results2.1. Notations. In all the sequel, we shall assume for simplicity thatN = 3, which is the physically realistic case. For s � 0; p � 1, we setkfkL1s = ZR3 jf(v)j(1 + jvj2)s=2 dv =Ms(f);kfkpLps = ZR3 jf(v)jp(1 + jvj2)s=2 dv;kfk2Hks = X0�j�j�k ZR3 j@�f(v)j2(1 + jvj2)s=2 dv;where � = (i1; i2; i3) 2 N3, j�j = i1 + i2 + i3, and@�f = @i11 @i22 @i33 f:We shall also use homogeneous spaces like _H1s (R3), and their normsde�ned by kfk2_H1s = ZR3 jrf(v)j2(1 + jvj2)s=2 dv:



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 5We recall that Tk�0;s�0Hks (R3) is Schwartz's space S(R3) of C1 func-tions whose derivatives of any order decrease at in�nity more rapidlythan any power of jvj�1.For a given initial datum fin, we shall use the notationsMin = ZR3 fin(v) dv; Ein = 12 ZR3 fin(v) jvj2 dv;Hin = ZR3 fin(v) log fin(v) dv;for the initial mass, energy and entropy.It is classical that if fin � 0 and Min; Ein;Hin are �nite, then finbelongs toL log L(R3) = �f 2 L1(R3); ZR3 jf(v)j j log�jf(v)j�j dv < +1� :We shall use the standard notation f� = f(v�) (and �� = �(v�), etc...).Moreover, �ij(z) = �ij � zizjjzj2 (z 6= 0)will denote the orthogonal projection upon z? (the plane which is or-thogonal to z). By rescaling time if necessary, we shall consider in thesequel only the case � = 1 in (4), so thataij(z) = jzj+2�ij(z); ( 2 (0; 1]):We note that aij belongs to C2(R3), and thattr (aij)(z) = aii(z) = 2 jzj+2:Next, we de�ne bi(z) = @jaij(z) = �2 jzjzi;(5) c(z) = @ijaij(z) = �2 ( + 3) jzj;(6)and when no confusion can occur,aij = aij � f; bi = bi � f; c = c � f:Sometimes we shall write afij, bfi , cf instead of aij , bi and c to recall thedependence upon f .



6 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI2.2. Main de�nitions. With these notations, the Landau equationcan be written alternatively under the form@tf = r � �arf � bf� ;(7)or @tf = aij@ijf � cf:(8)At the formal level, one can see that the solutions of eq. (1) { (4)satisfy the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, that is,M(f(t; �)) � ZR3 f(t; v) dv = ZR3 fin(v) dv =Min;(9) ZR3 f(t; v) v dv = ZR3 fin(v) v dv;(10) E(f(t; �)) � ZR3 f(t; v) jvj22 dv = ZR3 fin(v) jvj22 dv = Ein;(11)and the entropy dissipation identity (i.e. the H-theorem)ddtH(f(t; �)) � ddt ZR3 f(t; v) log f(t; v) dv = ZR3Q(f; f)(t; �) log f(t; �)(12) = �12 Z ZR3�R3 aij(v � v�) ff��@iff (v)� @iff (v�)��@jff (v)� @jff (v�)� dvdv� � 0:Let us now recall a de�nition from [35] (see also [20]).De�nition 1. Let fin 2 L12(R3) and f � f(t; v) be a nonnegative func-tion belonging to L1(R+t ;L12(R3v))\L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v))\C(R+t ;D0(R3v)),and such that E(f(t; �)) � Ein. Such a function f is called a weak so-lution of the Landau equation (1){(4) with initial datum fin if ' �'(t; v) 2 D(R+t �R3v),�Z fin'(0)� Z +10 dt Z f@t' = Z +10 dt Z Q(f; f)';(13)



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 7where the last integral is de�ned byZ Q(f; f)' = Z aijf@ij'+ 2Z bif@i'= 12 Z Z dv dv� ff� aij(v � v�)�@ij'+ (@ij')��+ Z Z dv dv� ff� bi(v � v�)�@i'� (@i')��:(14)Note that under our assumptions on f , each term of (14) is well{de�ned. Indeed, we have the estimates����aij(v � v�)�@ij'+ (@ij')������ � C(1 + jvj+2 + jv�j+2);����bi(v � v�)�@i'� (@i')������ � C(1 + jvj+2 + jv�j+2);and the integrals in the de�nition are well-de�ned in view of the in-equalityZ T0 dtZ dv dv� ff� (1 + jvj+2 + jv�j+2) � T kfk2L1(R+t ;L12(R3v))+2 kfkL1(R+t ;L1(R3v))kfkL1([0;T ];L12+(R3v)):In fact, by a straightforward density argument, it su�ces that ' 2Cc(R+t ;C2(R3v))\C1c (R+t ;C(R3v)) and @ij'; (1+ jvj2)�1 @t' be boundedon R+t �R3v.The formulation of de�nition 1 seems to be the weakest availableone. It should be noted that the assumption f 2 C(R+t ;D0(R3v)) is infact a consequence of the other assumptions.We also mention another weak formulation which is valid when moreregularity is available (say, f in a suitable weighted H1-type space) :Z Q(f; f)' = �Z arf r'+ Z f b � r';(15)where (as we shall often do in the sequel) we use the notation arf r' =aij@if @j':



8 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIThen, we recall the Boltzmann equation (in dimension 3 and forinverse power forces for the sake of simplicity),@tf = ZR3 dv� Z 2�0 d�Z �0 d� K(jv � v�j) �(�) (f 0f 0� � ff�) � QB(f; f);(16)where f 0 = f(v0), f 0� = f(v0�),8>>><>>>:v0 = v + v�2 + jv � v�j2 �;v0� = v + v�2 � jv � v�j2 �;(17)and � is the unit vector whose coordinates are (�; �) in a sphericalsystem centered at (v + v�)=2 and with axis v � v�.The following assumption on QB (\hard potentials") will systemat-ically be made in the sequel.Assumption A: The \kinetic" cross section K is of the formK(jzj) = jzj;  2 (0; 1];(18)and the \angular" cross section � is a nonnegative function, locallybounded on (0; �] with possibly one singularity at � = 0, such that� 7�! �2�(�) 2 L1(0; �):(19)Note that in the \physical" cases,�(�) � C �(�3)=2 as �! 0;(20)for someC > 0, so that the singularity is nonintegrable, but assumptionA is still satis�ed.Remark. It is clear that, changing � if necessary, one can allowK(jzj) =b jzj for any b > 0.The following de�nition is also taken from [35].De�nition 2. Let fin 2 L12(R3) and f � f(t; v) be a nonnegative func-tion belonging to L1(R+t ;L12(R3v))\L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v))\C(R+t ;D0(R3v)),and such that E(f(t; �)) � Ein. Then, f is called a weak solution of theBoltzmann equation (16) { (17) under assumption A and with initialdatum fin if for all ' � '(t; v) 2 D(R+t �R3v),�Z fin'(0) � Z +10 dt Z f @t' = Z +10 dt Z Q(f; f)';



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 9where the last integral is de�ned byZ Q(f; f)' =� 14 Z Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j Z Z d� d� �(�) ('0 + '0� � '� '�) :Note that once again, one can enlarge the space of admissible 'thanks to a density argument, and the assumption of continuity in D0is an automatic consequence of the other assumptions. Let us mentionalso that if one assumes condition (20) instead of (19), then one candispend with the condition that f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v)) to give a senseto the solutions.We now can precisely state the links between the Boltzmann andLandau equations (in the case of hard potentials). We give the followingde�nition (Cf. also [35]).De�nition 3. Let fin 2 L12, and let (�")">0 be a family of \angular"cross sections satisfying (19). We shall say that (�")">0 is \concentrat-ing on grazing collisions" iffor all �0 > 0; �"(�) ��!"!0 0 uniformly on [�0; �);and for some real number � > 0,�2 Z �0 d� sin2 �2 �"(�) ��!"!0 �:We recall that this last quantity is related to the total cross sectionfor momentum transfer (Cf. [29]).De�nition 4. Let (�")">0 be a family of \angular" cross sections con-centrating on grazing collisions, and let K"(jzj) = K(jzj) = jzj, ( 2(0; 1]); be a �xed \kinetic" cross section. Let us denote by QB" thecorresponding Boltzmann collision operator. We shall de�ne a familyof asymptotically grazing solutions of the Boltzmann equation with ini-tial datum fin as a family (f")">0 of weak solutions of the Boltzmannequation (@tf" = QB"(f"; f");f"(0) = finin the sense of de�nition 2.The following result can be found in [35]. It gives a �rst proof ofexistence for equation (1) { (4).



10 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANITheorem 1. Let  2 (0; 1], (�")">0 be a sequence of \angular" crosssections concentrating on grazing collisions, and K satisfy (18). Letfin 2 L12+� \ L log L(R3) for some � > 0. Then(i) There exists a family (f")">0 of asymptotically grazing solutionsof the Boltzmann equation with initial datum fin.(ii) One can extract from the family (f")">0 a subsequence convergingweakly in Lploc(R+t ;L1(R3v)) for all 1 � p < +1 to some function fwhich is a weak solution of the Landau equation (1) { (4) with initialdatum fin. Moreover, for all time t � 0, f satis�es the conservation ofmass and momentum (9), (10), and the decay of energy and entropyE(f(t; �)) � Z f(t; v) jvj22 dv � Z fin(v) jvj22 dv = Ein;(21)H(f(t; �)) � Z f(t; v) log f(t; v) dv � Z fin(v) log fin(v) dv = Hin:(22)Remarks.1. The assumption that fin be in L12+� for some � > 0 may possiblybe dispended with, but we shall not try to do so. In fact, in view ofrecent computation by X. Lu, it seems natural to conjecture thatthe optimal condition for existence is the �niteness of R fin(v)(1+jvj2) log(1 + jvj2) dv. Indeed, for the Boltzmann equation, thiscondition is equivalent to f 2 L1t (L1+2).2. For  > 2, the corresponding assumption would be that fin 2 L1+�for some � > 0.Of course, it is also possible to give a direct proof of existence forthe Landau equation, thanks to a convenient approximated problem.For example, we give theDe�nition 5. A family (	")">0 is called a family of approximatedcross sections for eq. (1) { (4) if 	" is a bounded C1 function onR+ which coincides with 	 for 0 < " < jzj < "�1 and satis�es theestimates (for jzj > 0)jzj+22 < 	"(jzj) � 1 + jzj2+;	0"(jzj) � (2 + ) 	"(jzj)jzj :We denote a"ij(z) = ��ij � zizjjzj2�	"(jzj);



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 11and b"i = @ja"ij, c" = @ib"i .Then, a family (f "in)">0 is called a family of approximated initial dataof fin(2 L12+� \ L log L(R3) for some � > 0) if f "in 2 C1(R3), satis�esC 0" e��0" jvj22 � f "in(v) � C" e��" jvj22for some C"; C 0"; �"; �0" > 0, and if f "in converges (strongly) in L12+� \L log L(R3) for some � > 0 towards fin.Remark.1. Note that in section 7, where fin is not supposed to belong toL log L(R3), we do not require that f "in converges towards fin inthis space.2. It is possible to build a sequence of approximated cross sectionsfor eq. (1) { (4) in the sense of de�nition 5. One only needsto consider 	" = 	�", where �" is a decreasing C1 functionsuch that �"j[";"�1] = 1, �" decrease at in�nity more rapidly thanjzj�2� , and �"(jzj) = �"(jzj) jzj�, with �"(0) = 1.De�nition 6. Let r 7! �(r) be a smooth nonnegative and nondecreas-ing function on R+, identically vanishing for r � 1=4 and identicallyequal to 1 for r � 1=2. A family of approximated solutions of equa-tion (1) { (4) will be a sequence of smooth (that is in C1(R+t ;S(R3v)))solutions f " of the approximated equations8<: @tf " = Q"(f "; f ") + �"+ �(" �)��vf " � "2��("�)f ";f "(0) = f "in;(23)where a family of approximated cross sections for eq. (1) { (4) is putin the Landau operator Q", and (f "in)">0 is a family of approximatedinitial data of fin (in L12+� \ L log L(R3) for some � > 0).Note that in equation (23), we have preserved the divergence formof the Landau equation. The following result gives another way ofconstructing weak solutions to eq. (1) { (4).Theorem 2. Let fin 2 L12+� \ L log L(R3) for some � > 0. Then,(i) For all " > 0, there exists an approximated solution f " to eq. (1) { (4)with initial datum fin, in the sense of de�nition 6.(ii) Up to extraction of a subsequence, this family (f ")">0 convergesweakly in Lploc(R+t ;L1(R3v)) for all p 2 [1;+1) to a weak solution f ofeq. (1) { (4), which satis�es the same properties of conservation anddecay of macroscopic quantities as in Theorem 1 (that is, estimates (9),(10) and estimates (21), (22)) .



12 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIPart (i) of this theorem can essentially be found for instance in [3];we shall recall the argument (very) briey in section 5.1. Part (ii) isproven for instance in [35].2.3. Main results. We now state precisely our main results. First,we shall study the behavior of solutions of eq. (1) { (4) as jvj ! +1.The following theorem is proven in section 3.Theorem 3. Let f be any weak solution of the Landau equation (1) {(4) with initial datum fin 2 L12(R3), satisfying the decay of energy (21).Then,(i) For all s > 0, if Ms(fin) < +1, then supt�0Ms(f(t; �)) < +1,and for all T > 0, Z T0 Ms+(f(t; �)) dt < +1:(ii) For all time t0 > 0 and all number s > 0, there exists a constantCt0 > 0 (explicitly computable), depending only on Min, Ein, and t0,such that for all time t � t0,Ms(f(t; �)) � Ct0:(iii) 8t � 0, E(f(t; �)) = Ein : the energy is automatically conserved.Remarks.1. Point (ii) is enough to study qualitative properties of the Lan-dau equation. Yet point (i) gives a better understanding of whathappens when t = 0, which is a �rst step towards the study ofuniqueness.2. These results are similar to those obtained for the Boltzmannequation [12, 26].3. Still as for the Boltzmann equation, point (ii) does not hold forsoft potentials (or Maxwellian, see [34]).4. Note that when fin 2 L12(R3) � [�>0L12+�(R3), it is not clearwhether the weak solutions appearing in theorem 3 exist !5. We insist that to avoid pathologies, we always deal with weaksolutions whose energy is already known to decrease.Next, we notice that the Landau equation can be seen as a parabolicequation with a di�usion matrix aij depending on f , so that one is ledto investigate the ellipticity properties of this matrix. In section 4, weprove the following estimates.



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 13Proposition 4. (i) Let f 2 L12\L log L(R3) withM(f) =M0, E(f) �E0, H(f) � H0. Then there exists a constant K > 0, explicitly com-putable and depending only on , M0, E0 and H0, such that8� 2 R3; aij�i�j � K (1 + jvj) j�j2:(24)(ii) If f 2 L1+2(R3), then there exists a constant C > 0, dependingonly on M+2(f) and M(f), such that8� 2 R3; 0 � aij�i�j � C (1 + jvj+2) j�j2:Remarks.1. This implies of course that aij is uniformly elliptic. This is inaccordance with the results in [9] for the linearized problem.2. As we shall show, estimate (24) is optimal in the following sense:the degeneracy of � entails a loss in the exponent of jvj in themodulus of ellipticity. This exponent becomes typically  insteadof +2 in the v direction. On the other hand, it can be shown thatfor all � 2 (0; 1), there exists K(�) > 0 such that when �; v 2 R3,j� � vjj�j jvj � � =) aij�i�j � K(�) (1 + jvj+2) j�j2:3. It is shown in section 5 that the di�usion matrix of the approxi-mated problem (23) satis�es a uniform (in ") ellipticity estimate,though not with the gain of a moment of order  as in (24). Moreprecisely,8� 2 R3; [a"ij � f + ("+ �("�))�ij]�i�j � K j�j2;and we can choose K to be the same as in (24).The last remark will allow us to construct very smooth solutions.We prove in section 6 theTheorem 5. Let fin 2 L12+� \ L log L(R3), for some � > 0. Then,there exists a weak solution of eq. (1) { (4) such that(i) For all number s > 0, if kfinkL2s < +1 and kfinkL154 s+54  < +1,then supt�0 kf(t; �)kL2s < +1 and for all T > 0,Z T0 jjf(t; �)jj2H1s dt < +1:(25)If moreover s > 3 + , then the assumption that kfinkL154 s+54  < +1can be replaced by the weaker hypothesis kfinkL12+ < +1.



14 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI(ii) For all time t0 > 0, all integer k � 0 and all number s > 0, thereexists a constant C > 0 depending only on , Min, Ein, Hin, k, s andt0, such that supt�t0 kf(t; �)kHks � C:(iii) For all time t0 > 0, f 2 C1([t0;+1)t;S(R3v)).Remarks.1. In fact, as will be seen in the proof of theorem 5, any weak clusterpoint f of the approximated problem (23) satis�es (i), (ii) and(iii), if the initial datum is compactly supported. If it is not, theconstruction of a smooth solution in the sense of theorem 5 isslightly more intricate.2. These results are related to those obtained for the Boltzmannequation without cuto� (Cf. [13, 14]).3. The analogy between the gain of Hk smoothness and the gain ofmoments of theorem 3 can be (formally) explained by the factthat the Fourier transform changes the Landau equation (as wellas the Boltzmann equation) into an equation having the samekind of properties.The proof of theorem 5 uses repeated a priori estimates and boot-straps. We note that it may be possible to use classical parabolic reg-ularity estimates and obtain these results by a bootstrap argument onthe smoothness of the coe�cients of the Landau equation, consideredas a parabolic equation (see related arguments in section 9). However,we will not use that kind of arguments. A �rst reason is that we preferto avoid the delicate problems involved with the superquadratic growthof the coe�cients at in�nity (note in particular that solutions to linearparabolic equations with superquadratic coe�cients are not automat-ically rapidly decreasing at in�nity) and the lack of regularity of theinitial datum. A second reason is that we look for a method which isas robust as possible.In section 7, we show how to relax the assumption that fin be inL log L(R3). More precisely, we prove the following re�nement of the-orem 5 :Theorem 6. Let fin 2 L12+�(R3) for some � > 0. Then, there exists aweak solution of eq. (1) { (4) such that ii) and iii) of theorem 5 hold.



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 15Remarks.1. In fact, if one introduces the family (f ")">0 of solutions of theapproximated problem (23) (with the assumptions of de�nitions5 and 6, except that f "in needs not be uniformly bounded inL log L(R3)), one can prove its weak compactness in L5=3��([0; T ]�R3) for any � > 0. Then, any weak cluster point f of this sequencehas a �nite entropy for any positive time.2. Theorems 5 and 6 allow us to construct very smooth solutions,but they do not imply that all weak solutions are smooth. Sucha conclusion can however probably be reached under a more re-strictive condition on the initial datum (typically fin 2 L16+�(R3)for some � > 0) but not as restrictive (as we shall see) as thecondition allowing us to prove uniqueness. We think that the lin-ear approximated problem described in subsection 5.3 can help toreach such a result.We now give our theorem of uniqueness for problem (1) { (4).Theorem 7. Let fin 2 L2s(R3v) with s > 5 + 15. Then there is aunique weak solution f of the Landau eq. (1) { (4) with initial datumfin. Moreover,f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L2s(R3v)) \ L2loc(R+t ;H1s (R3v)):(26)Remark.1. The formal computations suggest that in fact f 2 L2loc(R+t ;H1s+(R3v)).The loss of  in the weight of the H1 norm comes out of the ellip-ticity estimate, which is not as good for the approximated problemas for the true problem (Cf. Remark 3 after proposition 4). Suchan estimate would enable us to replace 5 + 15 by 4 + 15. It islikely that the use of a more precise linear approximated problemcould solve this.2. As a corollary of this uniqueness result, we get the convergencewhen " ! 0 of the whole sequence f " of eq. (23) towards ourunique solution, under the assumption that fin 2 L2s(R3v).3. Our assumptions for uniqueness are substantially more restrictivethan the one known for the Boltzmann equation with hard po-tentials and cuto�, namely that fin 2 L12(R3). Yet they are muchweaker than the one given in [3], where fin is supposed to be inC2(R3) with exponential decay at in�nity (for derivatives up toorder 2). We also note that no su�cient condition for uniquenessis known for the Boltzmann equation without cuto�, except in theparticular case of Maxwellianmolecules (in that case, fin 2 L12(R3)is also a su�cient condition, see [31]).



16 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIThis theorem is obtained in two steps. First, it is proven in sec-tion 8, by a Gronwall-type lemma, that uniqueness holds in the classof solutions satisfying (26). Then it is shown in section 9, using theresults of section 5 (and in particular the results of uniqueness for thelinear problem de�ned in subsection 5.3) that all weak solutions of theLandau equation with initial datum fin 2 L2s(R3v) (s > 5 +15) satisfyestimate (26).This uniquenss theorem also implies that the whole sequence ofasymptotically grazing solutions of the Boltzmann equation convergestowards our unique (smooth) solution, as soon as the initial datum liesa suitable weighted L2 space. Hence, any weak solution of the Landauequation (under the restriction on the initial datum) is actually a limitof sequences of asymptotically grazing solutions. More precisely, weget theCorollary 7.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 and the extraassumption that fin 2 L2s(R3v) with s > 5  + 15 as in theorem 7, thewhole sequence (f ")">0 converges in Lploc(R+t ;L1(R3v)) weak to a func-tion f , which satis�es the conclusions of Theorem 5, and in particularbelongs to S(R3v) for all positive time.Remarks.1. We insist that, in view of the lack of a priori estimates for asymp-totically grazing solutions, this corollary is not implied by a simpleresult of uniqueness in the class of solutions satisfying (26). Thisis actually the main motivation for the detailed study of the linearproblem of subsection 5.3.2. Corollary 7.1 could be useful in the theory of the spatially ho-mogeneous Boltzmann equation without cuto�, when trying toderive estimates from the corresponding estimates with the Lan-dau equation.As a variant of our results of smoothing and the Gronwall{typelemma used for the uniqueness, we easily obtain a stability theoremfor �nite times, with respect to perturbations of the initial data or ofthe cross section.Theorem 8. Let fin and gin be two initial data in L2s(R3), where s >5  + 15. Let 	1(z) = jzj+2 and 	2(z) = jzj+2(1 + �(jzj)) be twocross sections for the Landau equation, where � is a C2 function of jzjsuch that k�kW 2;1 < 1. Let f be the unique solution (in the sense oftheorem 7) of the Landau equation corresponding to fin and 	1, and gthe one corresponding to gin and 	2. Then, for any T > 0; " > 0, there



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 17exists � > 0 such thatkfin � ginkL2s + k�kW 2;1 � � ) supt2[0;T ] kf(t)� g(t)kL24 +11 � ":Since this theorem is obtained as a variant of the Gronwall{typelemma of section 8, we do not give a detailed proof, but only explainthe main steps for it, in the end of this section.Remark. After our study on the long{time behaviour of solutions tothe Landau equation, it will be possible to extend this result to in�nitetimes.Finally, in section 10, we end the study of the Cauchy problem foreq. (1) { (4) by establishing lower bounds. These can be needed forsuch problems as the trend to equilibrium [6, 10] or the study of discretemodels [4].Theorem 9. Let fin 2 L12 \ L logL(R3v) (fin 6= 0), and f be a weaksolution of eq. (1) { (4) with initial datum fin.(i) If fin 2 L2s(R3) with s > 5 + 15, and fin(v) � C0 e�K0 jvj22 forsome C0 > 0, K0 > 0, then there exist some �0 > 0, �0 > 0 such that8t > 0; v 2 R3; f(t; v) � e��0(1+t)��0 jvj22 :(ii) If fin 2 L2s with s > 5 + 15, and there exists an open ball onwhich fin is bounded below a.e. by a strictly positive constant, thenthere exists a0; b0; c0 > 0 such thatf(t; v) � a0 e��(t)jvj2with �(t) = b0 t+ c0=t.(iii) If fin 2 L12+�(R3) for some � > 0 and f is a weak cluster pointof solutions of the approximated problem (23), then for any t0 > 0, onecan �nd a0; b0; c0 > 0 such that for all t � t0 and v 2 R3,f(t; v) � a0 e��(t�t0)jvj2;where � is de�ned as in ii) above.Remarks.1. In (ii) we could assume that f is continuous, so that the assump-tion that fin is bounded below a.e. by a strictly positive constanton a given open ball is always satis�ed. Our formulation allows ushowever to cover the case when fin is the characteristic functionof some domain whose interior is nonempty.



18 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI2. This theorem yields slightly less than the one obtained by A. Pul-virenti and Wennberg for the Boltzmann equation in [28], becausewe have to assume the boundedness of many moments at time 0for (i) to hold. Also, we do not try here to obtain a uniform boundfor �(t) as t!1, since this will not be necessary for our study ofthe trend towards equilibrium. Yet we recover the same behavioras these authors when t! 0+.3. For soft potentials ( < 0), an analogous proof shows thatf(t; v) � Ct e��t jvj2�for some Ct; �t > 0, so that we do not recover a Maxwellian lowerbound. Yet, if fin is bounded from below by a Maxwellian distri-bution, this remains true for positive times.Such a pointwise lower bound, together with the previous regularityestimates, su�ces to justify theCorollary 9.1. Let f be a weak solution of eq. (1) { (4) with fin 2L2s, s > 5 + 15. Then, as soon as t > 0, the equality of entropydissipation (12) holds.Various consequences of this equality will be investigated in Part 2of this work.Before giving the proofs of theorems 3 to 9, let us summarize all thoseresults in a single proposition, though not with the weakest possibleassumptions.Proposition 10. Suppose that fin 2 L221 \ C(R3v). Then there existsa unique weak solution f to eq. (1) { (4). This solution is the limitin L1loc(R+t � R3v) weak of the whole sequences (f")">0 of theorems 1and 2. It belongs to C1((0;+1)t;S(R3v)) and satis�es the conservationof mass, momentum and energy, and the equality of entropy for positivetimes. Finally, there exists a0; b0; c0 > 0 such that when t > 0,f(t; v) � a0 e(�b0 t� c0t ) jvj2:Let us now briey enumerate some of the remaining open questionsconcerning the Cauchy problem for eq. (1) { (4):� the existence of weak solutions when fin has only �nite mass andenergy (and maybe entropy), i.e. fin 2 L12(R3) n [s>0L12+s(R3).� the possibility of getting a better smoothness for f(t; �) (and decaywhen jvj ! +1) than S(R3) when t > 0. One can hope forexample that a Gevrey regularity holds, together with a behaviorwhen jvj ! +1 in e�jvj� for some � > 0,



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 19� a result of uniqueness when fin is only assumed to belong to anL1- (or L log L-) type space,� the possibility that a uniform (in time) Maxwellian lower boundholds when t � t0 for any given t0 > 0.3. Appearance and propagation of momentsThis section is devoted to the proof of theorem 3. It is divided inthree parts.First, we explain at the formal level how to get points i) and ii)of theorem 3 when fin 2 L12+�(R3) for some � > 0 : no justi�cationis given at this stage, as far as integrability problems are concerned.Then, in a second step, we rigorously justify all the manipulations ofthe previous part. Finally, we remove the assumption � > 0 and provepart iii) of theorem 3.Proof of theorem 3. According to (14), we write, for any test function' depending on v only,ddt Z f(t)' = 2Z f(t) bj(t) @j'+ Z f(t) aij(t) @ij':(27)We use this identity with'(v) = (1 + jvj2)s=2; s > 2:Since @j'(v) = s (1 + jvj2) s�22 vj;@ij'(v) = s (s � 2) (1 + jvj2) s�42 vi vj + s (1 + jvj2) s�22 �ij;formula (27) yieldsddtMs(f(t; �)) = ddt Z dv f(t)' = 2 sZ dv f bj (1 + jvj2) s�22 vj+ sZ dv f aii (1 + jvj2) s�22 + s (s� 2)Z dv f aij (1 + jvj2) s�42 vi vj= �4 sZ Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j (v � v�)j (1 + jvj2) s�22 vj+ 2 sZ Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j+2 (1 + jvj2) s�22+ s (s�2)Z Z dv dv� ff� jv�v�j+2��ij � (v � v�)i(v � v�)jjv � v�j2 � vi vj (1+jvj2) s�42 :Butjv � v�j2 �ij vi vj � (v � v�)i (v � v�)j vi vj = jvj2jv�j2 � (v � v�)2;



20 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIand therefore, in the end,(28) ddtMs(f(t; �)) = sZ Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j (1 + jvj2) s�22� ��2 jvj2 + 2 jv�j2 + (s� 2)� jvj2jv�j2 � (v � v�)21 + jvj2 ��:Remembering that s > 2, and usingjvj2jv�j2 � (v � v�)21 + jvj2 � jv�j2;(29)we get(30)ddtMs(f(t; �)) � sZ Z dv dv� ff� jv�v�j (1+jvj2) s�22 ��2 jvj2 + s jv�j2�� sZ Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j��(1 + jvj2) s2 � (1 + jv�j2) s2+ s2 (1 + jvj2) s�22 (1 + jv�j2) + s2 (1 + jv�j2) s�22 (1 + jvj2)�;the last inequality being obtained by symmetrization.We now use an elementary lemma. In the sequel, C;C1; etc: willdenote various positive constants which can usually be replaced by anylarger constants, while K;K1; etc: denote strictly positive constantswhich can be replaced by any smaller (but strictly positive) constants.All these constants are universal unless otherwise stated.Lemma 1. For s > 2, there exist K1; C1 > 0 (depending only on s)such that for any �; �� � 0,��s � �s� + s2 �2 �s�2� + s2 �2� �s�2 � �K1 �s + C1 (�� �s�1 + � �s�1� ):(31)Remark. Lemma 1 replaces the Povzner inequality of the theory ofthe Boltzmann equation (Cf. [16] for example).Proof of lemma 1. For � � " ��, the left{hand side of (31) is boundedby ��s� + s2 "2�s� + s2 "s�2�s� � ��s�2 � � �s2"sas soon as "2 + "s�2 � 1=s, which holds for " small enough (note thatwe use s > 2). Similarly, for �� � "� �, and "� > 0 small enough, the



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 21left{hand side of (31) is bounded by��s + s2 "2��s + s2 "s�2� �s � ��s2 :We now choose K1 = inf( 12 "s ; 12).It remains to check the case when " < �=�� < 1="�. But then, theleft{hand side of (31) plus K1 �s is bounded byK1"� ���s�1 + s2 1"� � �s�1� + s2 1" �� �s�1;whence the conclusion if C1 is chosen large enough.As a consequence, using the inequalitiesjv � v�j � jvj + jv�j; jv � v�j � (1 + jvj2)=2 � C2 (1 + jv�j2)=2;(32)we get(33) ddtMs(f(t; �)) � sZ Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j ��K1 (1 + jvj2) s2+C1 (1 + jv�j2) 12 (1 + jvj2) s�12 + C1(1 + jvj2) 12 (1 + jv�j2) s�12 o� �K1 sZ dv�Min (1 + jvj2)=2 � C2M(f(t; �))�f (1 + jvj2) s2+ C1 sZ Z dv dv� ff� (jvj + jv�j)n(1 + jv�j2) 12 (1 + jvj2) s�12+(1 + jvj2) 12 (1 + jv�j2) s�12 o� �K3MinMs+(f(t; �)) + C3�Ms�1(f(t; �))M+1(f(t; �))+Ms(f(t; �))M(f(t; �)) +Ms+�1(f(t; �))M1(f(t; �))�:Then,ddtMs(f(t; �)) � �K3MinMs+(f(t; �)) + C4 (Min + Ein)Ms(f(t; �)):(34)Now, integrating (34) between times t1 and t2, we getMs(f(t2; �)) +K3Min Z t2t1 Ms+(f(�; �)) d� �Ms(f(t1; �))



22 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI+C4 (Min + Ein)Z t2t1 Ms(f(�; �)) d�:Thanks to the decay of energy and Young's inequality (for instance),we can writeMs(f(t2; �)) +K4 Z t2t1 Ms+(f(�; �)) d� �Ms(f(t1; �)) + C5:(35)This implies that Ms+(f(t; �)) is �nite for some t 2 (t1; t2), and (usinginequality (35) with s replaced by s + ) �nite thereafter. By an im-mediate induction, we obtain that all the moments of f become �nitefor all positive time, provided that fin 2 L12+�(R3) for some � > 0.Next, the long{time behavior of the moments is controlled by theapplication of theLemma 2. For s;  > 0, there exists � > 1 (� = 1 + =s), such thatMs+(f) � KM�s (f), where K depends only on M(f).Proof. By H�older's inequality,Z dv f(1 + jvj2) s2 � �Z f� s+ �Z f(1 + jvj2) s+2 � ss+ :Applying lemma 2 to eq. (34), we getddtMs(f(t; �)) � �K5MinAM�s (f(t; �)) + C4 (Min + Ein)Ms(f(t; �));so that there exists Cs > 0, depending only on Min, Ein,  and s, suchthat for all time t � t0,Ms(f(t; �)) � supfCs;Ms(f(t0; �))g:(36)Thanks to estimates (35) and (36), we get i) and ii) of theorem 3 (atthe formal level) under the extra assumption that fin 2 L12+�(R3) forsome � > 0.Remarks.1. A convenient Cs(t0) can easily be explicitely computed, as in [37].2. The proof also holds if 1 <  � 2. One has to use in that caseYoung's inequality to get for all " > 0,M1(f)Ms+�1(f) +M+1(f)Ms�1(f)� "MinMs+(f) + C" (Ms=2+=2(f))2:As mentioned in the introduction, one can also treat the case > 2 if the initial datum is assumed to lie in L1(R3).



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 233. Note that estimate (35) has to be used in the proof of existenceof weak solutions, in order to prove that f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v)).This estimate also holds for solutions of the Boltzmann equation(see [26]), and even uniformly in " in the case when asymptoticallygrazing solutions are considered.We now give a rigorous justi�cation for formula (35). It turns outthat the simplest idea (namely, replacing '(v) = (1+jvj2)s=2 by '"(v) ='(v)�(v="), where � is a smooth cuto� function), does not seem su�-cient to conclude. A rigorous argument, somewhat reminiscent of [26],is as follows.Let us set x = 1 + jvj2, and consider an arbitrary smooth convexfunction x! �"(x). We de�neM�"(f(t; �)) = Z dv f(t; v)�" �1 + jvj2� :Then, a computation quite similar to the previous one shows that forany t1; t2 � 0, (using the notation x� = 1 + jv�j2)),(37) M�"(f(t2; �)) �M�"(f(t1; �)) + 2Z t2t1 Z Z dt dvdv� ff� jv � v�j��x�0"(x)�x� �0"(x�)+x ��0"(x�)+x� �00"(x�)�+x� ��0"(x)+x�00"(x)��;provided that x 7! x�00"(x) and �0" be bounded (note that f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v)),and that one can therefore use non compactly supported test functionsin the de�nition of weak solutions as long as their second derivatives(in v) are bounded). Now, let us set for x � 0, " 2 (0; 1), s > 2,8>><>>:�"(0) = 0;�0"(x) = s2 x s2�1 if x � 1=";�0"(x) = s2 h s2 (1=") s2�1 � ( s2 � 1) (1=") s2x i if x > 1=":(38)The function �" thus de�ned coincides with x! xs=2 = (1 + jvj2)s=2for x � 1=". It is convex and twice di�erentiable. Moreover (for agiven " > 0), �00" (x) = O(x�2) as x ! +1. Note also that x 7!x�00"(x) + �0"(x) is constant for x � 1=", and that�00"(x) � s2 �s2 � 1� xs=2�2; �0"(x) � s2 xs=2�1; �"(x) � xs=2:Instead of lemma 1, we now use the



24 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANILemma 3. For all x; x� � 0,� x�0"(x)� x� �0"(x�) + x ��0"(x�) + x� �00"(x�)�+ x� ��0"(x) + x�00"(x)�� �K1 x�0"(x) 1x�1=" 1x��1=" + C1pxx� (�0"(x) + �0"(x�));where K1; C1 > 0 do not depend on ".Proof. If x � 1=", x� � 1=", this is a straightforward variant of lemma 1(just consider x = �2, x� = �2�). If x � 1=", x� � 1=", the left{handside is s ( s2 � 1) (1=")s=2, while the right{hand side isC1pxx� (1=")s=2�1 �2 �s2�2 � s2 �s2 � 1� 1"x � s2 �s2 � 1� 1"x� :By homogeneity, it is enough to check that if X = "x � 1 andX� = "x� � 1, thens� 2 � C1pXX� �s � �s2 � 1� � 1X + 1X��� :It su�ces to choose C1 = s2 � 1 for example.Similarly, in the case when x � 1=", x� � 1=", one only has to checkthat if X � 1 and X� � 1, then�Xs=2 � s2 X� + s2 � 1 + s2 X�Xs=2�1 + s2 X� C1pXX� �Xs=2�1 + s2 � �s2 � 1� 1X� � :Distinguishing the cases when X is close to 0 or not, we get the result.



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 25Using successively lemma 3 and inequalities (32), we �ndM�"(f(t2; �)) �M�"(f(t1; �)) + 2Z t2t1 dtZ Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j��x�0"(x)�x� �0"(x�)+x ��0"(x�)+x� �00"(x�)�+x� ��0"(x)+x�00"(x)��� �K1 Z t2t1 dtZ Z dv dv� x�0"(x) 1x�1=" 1x��1=" ff� jv � v�j+ C1 Z t2t1 dtZ Z dv dv�pxx� [�0"(x) + �0"(x�)] ff� jv � v�j� �K2 Z t2t1 dtZ Z dv dv� x�0"(x) 1x�1=" 1x��1=" ff� (1 + jvj)+ C2 Z t2t1 d��Ms+�1(f(�; �))M1(f(�; �))+ Ms�1(f(�; �))M+1(f(�; �)) +M(f(�; �))Ms(f(�; �))�:Finally, we getM�"(f(t2; �))+K2 Z t2t1 dtZ Z dv dv� ff� (1+jvj2)=2+s=2 11+jvj2�1=" 11+jv�j2�1="��M�"(f(t1; �)) + C2 Z t2t1 d��Ms+�1(f(�; �))M1(f(�; �))+Ms�1(f(�; �))M+1(f(�; �)) +M(f(�; �))Ms(f(�; �))�:Letting " go to 0 and using Fatou's lemma, we see that formula (35) isrigorously justi�ed.For the moment, we have proven points (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3 inthe case when fin 2 L12+�(R3) for some � > 0.This last assumption is easily relaxed by remarking that since f 2L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v)), then f(t0; �) 2 L12+(R3v) for some t0 > 0 as smallas desired.However, we also give a much more complicated proof in the spiritof [26], in which we do not a priori suppose that f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v)).We think that this proof is interesting from two points of view : �rst,it shows that the \reverse Povzner inequality" (Cf. [26]) of the Boltz-mann equation has a counterpart in the theory of the Landau equation.Secondly, it proves that any notion of solution of (1) { (4) such that the



26 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIenergy is bounded and natural manipulations on moments are allowedwill yield the estimate f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L1+2��(R3v)), as soon as � > 0.Therefore, the assumption f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L1+2(R3v)) (in the de�nition ofsolutions) is weaker than it may seem.Following the ideas of [26], we shall now take s 2 (1; 2) and estimatethe time derivative ofMs(f(t; �)) by below. Thanks to formula (28), weget for any t2 � t1 � 0,(39) Ms(f(t2; �)) �Ms(f(t1; �)) + sZ t2t1 Z Z dt dv dv�ff� jv � v�j�� (1 + jvj2) s2 � (1 + jv�j2) s2+ s2 (1 + jvj2) s�22 (1 + jv�j2) + s2 (1 + jv�j2) s�22 (1 + jvj2)�:The analog of the so-called \reverse Povzner inequalities" of the the-ory of the Boltzmann equation is now given by theLemma 4. For �; �� � 0,��s � �s� + s2 �2 �s�2� + s2 �2� �s�2 � �s + �s� � C �� �s�1� + �� �s�1� :Proof. Thanks to Young's inequality, since s < 2, we have2xs � s2 x2 + C x; 2 � s2 xs�2 + C xs�1:(40)Lemma 4 is a consequence of (40) with x = �=��.Thanks to formula (39), lemma 4 and inequalities (32), we getMs(f(t2; �)) �Ms(f(t1; �)) + sZ t2t1 Z dtMinMs+(f(t; �))�C 0�M1(f(t; �))Ms+�1(f(t; �)) +M+1(f(t; �))Ms�1(f(t; �))+M(f(t; �))Ms(f(t; �))�:This implies that if one chooses s < 2 in such a way that s +  > 2,then f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L1s+(R3v)) and all the polynomial moments becomeimmediately �nite thanks to the previous analysis.Finally, as in [26], this entails the conservation of energy. Once again,the assumption that f 2 L1loc(R+t ;L1+2(R3v)) implies this result directlyby the dominated convergence theorem.



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 27But we shall see as before that it is possible to give a proof whichdoes not directly use this assumption.Indeed, let s = 2��, where � > 0 will tend to 0 at the end. Then (39)can be rewritten as(41) M2��(t)�M2��(0) � (2� �)Z t0 Z Z dv dv� ff� jv � v�j� ��(1 + jvj2) 2��2 � (1 + jv�j2) 2��2+ 2� �2 (1 + jvj2)� �2 (1 + jv�j2) + 2� �2 (1 + jv�j2)� �2 (1 + jvj2)� :Now, we use theLemma 5. For all �; �� > 0, � 2 (0; 1),��2�� � �2��� +�1� �2� �2���� +�1� �2� �2���� � �C � (���)1��=2;where C > 0 does not depend on �.Proof of lemma 5. By homogeneity, it is su�cient to show that for allx > 0, � 2 (0; 1),'x(�) � �x2�� � 1 +�1 � �2�x2 +�1� �2�x�� � �C � x1��=2:The derivative of 'x with respect to � is(lnx)x2�� � x22 � x��2 ��1 � �2� (lnx)x��:For x small enough, this expression is bounded from below by�(lnx)x��=2,hence is nonnegative, so that 'x(�) � 'x(0) = 0: Replacing x by x�1and multiplying by x2��, we see that this inequality is invariant byx ! x�1. Therefore, it also holds for x large enough. Finally, in thecase when for some �xed B > A > 0, one has A � x � B, then forinstance �1 +�1 � �2�x�� � �1 +�1 � �2�B��;and it su�ces to use the fact that the function y 7�! (1� y=2)B�y hasa �nite derivative at y = 0.Thus M2��(t)�M2��(0) � �� C t (Min + Ein)2:



28 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANILetting � go to 0, we obtain M2(t) � M2(0) thanks to Lebesgue'stheorem of dominated convergence, whence the desired conclusion.Remark. Note that lemma 4 does not obviously yield the existenceof a weak solution for our problem when f is only in L12(R3) initially,whereas this is the case for the Boltzmann equation with hard poten-tials (even without cuto�).4. Ellipticity of the diffusion matrixThis section is devoted to the proof of proposition 4. We begin witha classical lemma of equiintegrability.Lemma 6. Let f � 0 be a function of L1(R3) such that M(f) = M0,E(f) � E0, H(f) � H0. Then, for all " > 0, there exists �(") > 0,depending only onM0; E0;H0, such that for any measurable set A � R3,jAj � �(") =) ZA f � ";(42)where jAj denotes the Lebesgue measure of A.Proof. First of all, it is classical that ~H(f) = R f j log f j is bounded bya constant depending only on M0, E0 and H0.For A with Lebesgue measure�(") = "2 e2 ~H(f)=" ;(43)we haveZA f = ZA f 1f�e2 ~H(f)=" + ZA f 1f>e2 ~H(f)="� �(")e2 ~H(f)=" + "2 ~H(f) ZA f j log f j � ":Let us now prove proposition 4. The function � appearing in this proofwill be that of lemma 6.Proof of Proposition 4. For � 2 R3, j�j = 1, and 0 < � < �=2, let usset D�;�(v) � �v� 2 R3; ���� v � v�jv � v�j � ����� � cos �� :Note that D�;�(v) is simply the cone centered at v, of axis directed by�, and of angle �.
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v 2θ

B*Figure 1. Estimate of jB� \D�;�(v)jFor all v� 2 R3 nD�;�(v);aij(v � v�) �i �j = jv � v�j+2��ij � (v � v�)i(v � v�)jjv � v�j2 � �i �j= jv � v�j+2 "1 � ���� v � v�jv � v�j � �����2# � jv � v�j+2 sin2 �:Then, for all v 2 R3, � 2 (0; �=2), R� > 0,aij(v) �i �j � ZR3nD�;�(v) dv� f� 1jv�j�R� aij(v � v�) �i �j� ZR3nD�;�(v) dv� 1jv�j�R� jv � v�j+2 f� sin2 �:(44)We �rst take care of large jv�j. Let R� = 2 (E0=M0)1=2 and B� bethe ball with center 0 and radius R�. Then,ZB� dv� f� �M0�1 � 2E0M0R2�� � M02 :(45)We now estimate the measure of B� \D�;�(v) (see �g. 1). This set isthe intersection of a ball and a cone. Replacing this cone by a cylinderand considering the worst case (i.e. the case when v � v� and � areparallel), we see thatjB� \D�;�(v)j � 2� R� (jvj+R�)2 tan2 �:(46)We begin with an estimate for large jvj. Note �rst that8v; v� 2 R3 jv � v�j 1jvj�2R� 1jv�j�R� � 12 jvj 1jvj�2R�:(47)According to (44) and (47), we get, for jvj � 2R�,aij(v) �i �j � �12 jvj�+2 sin2 � ZB�nD�;�(v) dv� f�:(48)



30 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIWe now choose � > 0 such thattan2 � = inf� 2 �(M04 )9� R� jvj2 ; 1�;(49)so that, according to (46),jB� \D�;�(v)j � 2� R� �32 jvj�2 tan2 � � ��M04 � ;(50)hence ZD�;�(v) dv� f� � M04 :(51)Then, thanks to (45) and (48),(52) aij(v) �i �j � �M02 � M04 ��12 jvj�+2 cos2 � inf� 2 �(M04 )9� R� jvj2 ; 1�� M064 jvj inf�2 �(M04 )9� R� ; 4R2��as soon as jvj � 2R�.On the other hand, when jvj � 2R�, we use lemma 6 with " =M0=4in order to obtain(53)ZB� dv� f� jv�v�j+2 � ZB� dv� f� 1jv�v� j�[ 34� �(M04 )]1=3 � 34� ��M04 �� +23� �� 34�� ��M04 �� +23 M04 :In view of (44) and (53),aij(v) �i �j � sin2 ���� 34�� ��M04 �� +23 M04 � ZB�\D�;�(v) dv� f� (3R�)+2�:(54)We now choose � > 0 in such a way thattan2 � = inf0BB@�� [ 34� �(M04 )] +23 M0=42 (3R�)+2 �18� R3� ; 11CCA :



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 31Then, thanks to (46) and (54),aij(v) �i �j � M0288� R3� � 34� ��M04 �� +23 inf ��[ 34� �(M04 )] +23 M0=42 (3R�)+2 �; 18� R3�! :(55)Estimates (52) and (55) together ensure that part (i) of proposition 4holds.Next, part (ii) of this proposition is a simple consequence of theestimate jaij(v � v�)j � 4 (jvj+2 + jv�j+2):Finally, let us end this section with a justi�cation of remark 2 fol-lowing proposition 4. Note �rst that�ij(v � v�) vijvj vjjvj = sin2  ;where  is the angle between v and v � v�. Then,aij(v) vijvj vjjvj = Z dv� f� jv � v�j2+ sin2  :Noting that for some C > 0,jv � v�j2+ � C jv�j2+ + C jvj jv � v�j2;we getaij(v) vijvj vjjvj � CM+2(f) + C Z dv� f� jv � v�j2 sin2  jvj:Assuming now that the support of f is contained in the ball of center0 and of radius R�, we get sin2  � R2�=jvj2;so that (when jvj � 1)aij(v) vijvj vjjvj � C�M+2(f) + (2M0 + 4E0)R2� jvj�;and we see that the exponent  is the best possible.This is coherent with the computations by Degond and Lemou [9],which show that if f(v) = (2�)�3=2e�jvj2=2, then the smallest eigenvalueof (aij) behaves like 2 jvj.



32 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI5. Approximated problemsIn this section, we investigate two kinds of approximated regularizedproblems for the Landau equation. The �rst one is the nonlinear ap-proximation (23) which is enough to prove the existence of very smoothsolutions by the method of sections 6 and 7.The second one ensures that any weak solution of the Landau equa-tion is very smooth under suitable assumptions (in fact, we shall onlyprove in section 9 that all solutions lie in a weighted H1 space as soonas the corresponding initial datum lies in a suitable weighted L2 space).It is more complicated and based on a uniqueness result for the weaksolution of a linear parabolic equation, in a suitable class of rapidly de-creasing functions. By duality, this problem is reduced to the problemof the existence of a smooth solution of the dual equation, increasingnot too fast at in�nity. This motivates the use of Friedman's theory tocontrol the rate of growth of this solution through H�older estimates.We note that all these approximated problems are de�ned on �nitetime intervals of the type [0; T ]. Once local (in time) smoothness (of so-lutions of the Landau equation) is established, one can directly performall the required manipulations on them, and in particular establish theuniformity when t! +1 of the smoothing.We shall use in the sequel Friedman'sH�older-type spacesH`([T1; T2]��
) (T2 > T1 > 0, 
 open set in R3, ` > 0, ` =2 N), whose norm iskfkH` = supT1<t<T2;v2
 Xj�j+2r�[`] j@rt @�v f(t; v)j+ supT1<t<T2;v 6=w Xj�j+2r=[`] j@rt @�v f(t; v)� @rt @�v f(t; w)jjv � wj`�[`]+ sups6=t;v2
 Xj�j+2r=[`] j@rt @�v f(s; v)� @rt @�v f(t; v)jjt� sj(`�[`])=2 ;where [`] denotes the integer part of ` and � 2 N3. We also use thelocal versions Hl̀oc of these spaces.5.1. The approximated nonlinear equation. We study here theproblem (23). Let us �rst briey recall how one proves that for given" > 0, the equation8<: @tf " = Q"(f "; f ") + �"+ �"��vf " � (��")f ";f "(0) = f "in;(56)



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 33(where f "in, �"(v) = �("v), and Q" satisfy the assumptions of theo-rem 2), admits a (unique) smooth solution (see [3] for detailed argu-ments in a very close situation).Let E = L1([0; T ]t; L1(R3v)) and � be the subset of E consisting offunctions f such thatjjf jjL1([0;T ]t;L1\W 2;1(R3v))\W 1;1([0;T ]t;W�2;1(R3v)) � C;and for a.e. t 2 [0; T ]; v 2 R3,R1 e�S1 jvj � f(t; v) � R2 e�S2 jvj2;where C;R1; R2; S1; S2 are strictly positive constants to be chosen later.The subset � is clearly nonempty and convex, and also closed andbounded in E. For any g 2 �, one can see that ag;"ij = a"ij � g andcg;" = c" � g belong to H2��loc ([0; T ]t�R3v), for all � > 0, with bounds inthis space depending only on C and ".De�ning �(g) = f , where f is the (unique) solution of the problem(@tf = ag;"ij @ijf � cg;"f + ("+ �")�f � (��")f;f(0) = f "in;(57)we see thanks to Friedman's parabolic regularity results (Cf. Fried-man [17, 19]), that f 2 H4��loc ([0; T ]t � R3v) for all � > 0, with boundsin this space depending on C only.Using then the maximum principle (see [3]) it is possible to provethat when C;R1; R2; S1; S2 are appropriately chosen, �(�) � �. Thebounds in H4��loc ([0; T ]t�R3v) also ensure that � is continuous and �(�)is compact in E.Using Schauder's �xed point theorem, we get a solution of eq. (56)in �. By bootstrap, it is then easy to prove that this solution has thedesired smoothness.The formal properties of solutions of the Landau equation remainapproximately satis�ed for solutions of the approximated problem (23),provided that we restrict ourselves to a bounded interval of time. Forinstance, the mass is preserved with time. The energy is not preserved,but its increase is controlled in view of the estimateddt Z f "jvj2 � C (1 + ")Min:The increase of entropy is also bounded by�Z ��" f" � C "2Min:



34 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIOne can see that the properties of propagation of moments (that is,part i) of theorem 3) also hold uniformly in " for the approximatedproblem, but only locally in time (on the other hand, since for �xed "the cross section 	" is truncated, we do not think that moments appearfor this approximated problem).We emphasize that these properties are enough for our purposes. In-deed, we shall always use approximated problems on �nite-time inter-vals, and with initial data that have as many �nite moments as required(either because it is assumed that fin has enough moments, as in theproofs of uniqueness, or because we use an approximated problem withan initial datum which is a compactly supported approximation of thetrue initial datum, as in section 6).Since we shall use them several times, let us sketch the proof of thesemoments propagation properties. We have@t Z f " (1+jvj2)s=2 = Z a"ij f "�s (s�2) (1+jvj2)s=2�2vivj+s (1+jvj2)s=2�1�ij�+2Z b"i f " s (1+jvj2)s=2�1 vi+f "���("+�") (1+jvj2)s=2��(��") (1+jvj2)s=2�;where a"ij = a"ij � f "; b"i = b"i � f ":Then,ddt Z f " (1 + jvj2)s=2 = Z Z 	"(jv � v�j)jv � v�j2 �jv � v�j2 �ij � (v � v�)i (v � v�)j�(58) �s (s� 2) (1 + jvj2)s=2�2vivj + s (1 + jvj2)s=2�1�ij� f "f "�� 4 	"(jv � v�j)jv � v�j2 s (1 + jvj2)s=2�1 (v � v�)i vi f "f "�+Z f "��(("+ �") (1 + jvj2)s=2)���" (1 + jvj2)s=2�:Noting that fjvj2 �ij � vivjg vi = 0, one can see that the main orderterm (as far as the behaviour when jvj ! +1 is concerned) of theterms including 	" in the right{hand side of (58) is� 2 sZ Z (1 + jvj2)s=2�1 jvj2  "(jv � v�j)jv � v�j2 f "f "� ;and is therefore negative.All the other terms are bounded by C R (1 + jvj2)s=2 f " (with C in-dependant of "). Therefore, the momentsMs(f "(t; �)) are bounded on



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 35any �nite interval [0; T ] if they are initially �nite, and this propertyholds uniformly in ".Finally, the estimate of uniform ellipticity of the preceding sectionremains true, independently of ". More precisely, looking back in theproof of theorem 4 and the de�nition 5, we see that�a"ij + (�" + ") �ij� �i�j � K j�j2when " is small enough (that is, " � (3R�)�1). Indeed, with thenotations of section 4, if jv�v�j � 3R� � "�1, one has the estimates (52)and (55) under the restriction that jvj � 12 "�1. On the other hand,when jvj � 12 "�1, one has aij �i�j � j�j2.Therefore, one can use the estimate of uniform ellipticity of section 4for the approximated problem (uniformly in "), except that there is apriori no gain of ellipticity when jvj ! +1.5.2. H�older estimates for aij and bi. We consider here weak solu-tions of the Landau equation and establish smoothness estimates onthe associated coe�cients aij and bi. These will be useful in the nextsubsection.Proposition 11. Let f be a weak solution of equation (1) { (4) suchthat fin 2 L1+2+�(R3) for some � > 0. Then the related coe�cients aijand bi belong to H�loc([0; T ]t�R3v) as soon as � � 2 �= and � < 1.Remarks.1. In particular, if fin 2 L13=2+2(R3), then aij and bj belong toH�loc([0; T ]t�R3v) for all � 2 (0; 1).2. In fact, the real limitation is � � 1 +  (see formula (62) below),but the estimates become more complicated when one wants touse exponents � > 1.Proof. Note �rst that since f 2 L1(R+t ;L1(R3v)) and aij; bi are of classC1 and independent of t, it is easy to verify that aij; bi are locallyLipschitz in the variable v (uniformly in the variable t). More precisely,we have for all � 2 (0; 1), t 2 R+, R � 1,supjvj�R jaij(t; v)j+ supjvj;jwj�R;v 6=w jaij(t; v)� aij(t; w)jjv � wj�� C �MinR+2 +M+2(f(t; �))�;(59)



36 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIsupjvj�R jbi(t; v)j+ supjvj;jwj�R;v 6=w jbi(t; v)� bi(t; w)jjv � wj� � C �MinR+1 + Ein�:(60)Note that the exponent  + 2 in (59) can be replaced by  + 1 if oneconsiders only the second term in the left{hand side, for jv � wj � 1(this will enable us to obtain a better condition in the next section).Let us now check the H�older condition with respect to the variablet for aij. Thanks to the weak formulation (14), one hasaij(t; z)� aij(s; z) = ZR3�f(t; v)� f(s; v)� aij(v � z) dv= Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� akl(v � v�) @klaij(v � z)+ 2Z ts Z Z dv dv� d�ff� bk(v � v�) @kaij(v � z):Using the estimatesj@klaij(w)j � C (1 + jwj); j@kaij(w)j � C (1 + jwj+1);we get����aij(t; z)�aij(s; z)���� � C Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� (1+jvj+2+jv�j+2) (1+jvj+jzj)+C Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� (1 + jvj+1 + jv�j+1) (1 + jvj+1 + jzj+1)� C Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� (1 + jvj2+2 + jvjjv�j+2 + jvj+1jv�j+1)+C (jzj + jzj+1) Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� (1 + jvj+2 + jv�j+2)� CMin Z ts Z dv d� f jvj2+2+C jt� sj (jzj + jzj+1)Min sup��0M+2(f(�; �))+C sup��0 �M+2(f(�; �))M+1(f(�; �))� jt� sj:To take advantage of the bounds in L1(R+t ;L12+2 +�(R3v))\L1(R+t ;L12++�(R3v))(Cf. theorem 3, i)), we use H�older's inequality to bound the �rst term,Z ts Z dv d� f jvj2+2 � �Z ts Z dv d� f jvj2+2+��1���Z ts Z fdv d� jvj+2+���



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 37with 2 + 2 = (1� �) (2 + 2 + �) + � ( + 2 + �);i.e. � = �=. Therefore,jaij(t; z)� aij(s; z)j � CMin jjf jj1� �L1(R+t ;L12+2+�(R3v))jjf jj �L1(R+t ;L1+2+�(R3v)) jt� sj �(61) +C jt� sj (jzj + jzj+1)Min sup��0 M+2(f(t; �))+C sup��0M+2(f(�; �)) (Min + Ein) jt� sj:We now prove that the H�older condition with respect to the variablet also holds for bi. Since bi is not of class C2, we are led to isolate thesingularity at point 0, writingbi(t; z)� bi(s; z) = Zv2R3�f(t; v)� f(s; v)� bi(v � z) dv= Zv2R3�f(t; v)� f(s; v)� ((1 � ��) bi)(v � z) dv+Zv2R3�f(t; v)� f(s; v)� (�� bi)(v � z) dv;where �� is a smooth cuto� function verifying ��(z) = 0 for jzj � 2 �,��(z) = 1 for jzj � �, and j@���(z)j � C ��j�j for any derivative oforder j�j. Then,bi(t; z)�bi(s; z) = Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� akl(v�v�) @kl((1���) bi)(v�z)+Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� bk(v � v�) @k((1� ��) bi)(v � z)+Zv2R3�f(t; v)� f(s; v)� (�� bi)(v � z) dv:Using the estimatesj@kl((1���) bi)(w)j � C ��1; j@k((1���) bi)(w)j � C (� + jwj);j��bij � C�+1;we getjbi(t; z)� bi(s; z)j � C Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� (1 + jvj+2+ jv�j+2) ��1+C Z ts Z Z dv dv� d� ff� (1 + jvj+1 + jv�j+1) (� + jv � zj)



38 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANI+CMin �+1� CMin jt�sj jjf jjL1(R+t ;L1+2(R3v)) ��1+C E2in jt�sj �+C E2in jt�sj jzj+C Ein jt� sj jjf jjL1(R+t ;L12+1(R3v)) + CMin �+1:(Note that since  � 1, we have 2 + 1 �  + 2. If we consideredbigger , we could use H�older's inequality as before, writing 2 + 1 asa convex combination of 2 + 1 + � and  + 1 + �. )Choosing now � = jt� sj1=2, we getjbi(t; z)� bi(s; z)j � C jt� sj (1 + jzj) + C jt� sj 12 (1+):(62)5.3. Uniqueness for a linear parabolic equation.De�nition 7. Let f 2 L1(R+t ;L12++�(R3v)) \ L1(R+t ;L12+2+�(R3v)) \C(R+t ;W�2;1(R3v)) (for some � > 0) and gin 2 L1s(R3v) (for some s � 0).A weak solution of type L1s of the linear problem(@tg = afij @ijg � cfg;g(0; �) = gin;(63)is a function g 2 L1(R+t ;L1s(R3v))\L1(R+t ;L1s+(R3v))\C(R+t ;W�2;1(R3v))such that for all � 2 C(R+t ;C2(R3v)) \ C1(R+t ;L1loc(R3v)) verifying(j@ij�(t; v)j � C (1 + jvjs�2);j@t�(t; v)j � C (1 + jvjs+);(64)and for all T > 0,ZR3 g(T; v)�(T; v) dv�ZR3 gin(v)�(0; v) dv�Z T0 ZR3 g(t; v) @t�(t; v) dv dt= Z T0 ZR3�afij @ij�+ 2 bfi @i�� g dv dt:Note that under our assumptions on f; g; �, each term in this de�ni-tion makes sense : in particular, j@i�(t; v)j � C (1 + jvjs�1), j'(t; v)j �C(1+ jvjs) , and g(T; �) 2 L1s (because k �kL1s is a lower semi-continuousfunction on W�2;1, say).The main result of this subsection is the following.Proposition 12. Let fin 2 L13 =2+2(R3) and let f be a weak solutionof the Landau equation (1) { (4), and s > s0 = 6. Then for anygin 2 L1s(R3v) there exists at most one weak solution of type L1s to theproblem (63) .



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 39Proof. Suppose that g1 and g2 are two such solutions, and denote h =g1 � g2. Then h is still a weak solution with initial datum hin =0. Consider  2 D(R3v), and suppose that there exists a function �verifying (64) which is a (strong) solution of the dual equation(�@t� = afij @ij�+ 2 bif @i�; (t 2 [0; T ]; v 2 R3)�(T; v) =  (v); (v 2 R3):(65)Then, one has ZR3 h(T; v) (v) dv = 0;whence h = 0 since  is arbitrary. Therefore, using the change ofvariables t ! T � t, one can see that the uniqueness is proven if onecan show for any  2 D(R3v) the existence of a strong solution � to theproblem(@t� = afij @ij�+ 2 bif @i�; (t 2 [0; T ]; v 2 R3)�(0; v) =  (v); (v 2 R3):(66)satisfying the assumptions (64).The construction that we present here closely follows the one givenby Smirnova [30] for a similar problem. For all integer n � 1, weconsider the equation (66) in the cylinder (0; T ) � Dn, where Dn =fv 2 R3; jvj � ng, with the extra boundary condition that if jwj = nthen, for all t 2 [0; T ], '(t; w) =  (w): (Note that for n large enough,this is nothing else than the homogeneous Dirichlet condition.) Thisproblem admits a classical solution 'n, thanks to the H�older regularityof the coe�cients afij and bfi proven in subsection 5.2. Moreover, sincethere is no zero order term in this equation, we can apply the maximumprinciple and get for all n 2 N,8t 2 [0; T ]; jvj � n; j'n(t; v)j � k k1:We now use the classical Schauder{type regularity estimates proven byFriedman [17] : since, by Proposition 11, aij and bi belong toH�([0; T ]�Dn) (for � 2 (0; 1)), 'n lies in H2+�([0; T ] � Dn), and its bounds inthis space depend only on kaij; bikH�([0;T ]�Dn), and n,  .Then, the sequence 'm is de�ned on [0; T ]�Dn for all m � n, and(by standard localization arguments) if m � n+1 the bounds of 'm inH2+�([0; T ]�Dn) depend only on kaij; bikH�([0;T ]�Dn+1) and  . Hence,@i'm, @ij'm; @t'm are uniformly equicontinuous in [0; T ] � Dn. Bya diagonalizing process, we can therefore select a subsequence '�(m)which converges uniformly on [0; T ]�Dn for all n 2 N, together withthose of its derivatives which appear in the equation. Passing to the



40 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIlimit as m ! 1, we �nd that the limit function '(t; v) is a classicalsolution of (66) on [0; T ]�R3.It remains to check the growth condition (64). To that purposeit is su�cient (but somewhat tedious !) to use the previous explicitH�older bounds, and to keep track of the constants in Friedman's proofin [17, 18], adapted to our setting. Choosing � = 1�� (with � as smallas desired), we �nd that for jvj � R, and any � > 0,j@ij'j � C�R4+�(k'kL1 + k kC2);j@t'j � C�R6++�(k'kL1 + k kC2);where the constants C may depend also on k kH2+�. This is enoughto conclude in view of the uniform a priori estimate on sup j'j.Remarks.1. It is clear that a better knowledge of the growth at in�nity of thesolution to the dual problem would yield a better exponent s0 inproposition 12. We note that due to the superquadratic growthof the coe�cients, it does not seem so easy to conclude that thissolution is rapidly decreasing.2. In [3] the authors use Bernstein's estimates in place of Fried-man's to overcome a degeneracy of the matrix aij at in�nity. Thismethod seems di�cult to extend to our case unless one assumesthat b is twice di�erentiable (i.e.  > 1).3. It is a remarkable feature of the Landau equation that a uniformmaximum principle, allowing estimates from above, holds for thedual problem, while this is false for the original equation (seethe next section). This comes from the fact that eq. (1) is inconservative form.We end this section by giving the approximated linear problem as-sociated to a weak solution f of the Landau equation. It reads(@tg" = a"ij@ijg" � c"g" + ("+ �")�g" � (��")g";g"(0) = f "in:(67)where f " is a regularization of f , a"ij = a"ij � f ", bi = b"i � f ", c = c" � f ",a", b" and c" are associated with a smooth approximation 	" of 	 asin de�nition 5, and �"; f "in are also chosen as in de�nition 5.It is clear that, for given " > 0 and f , there exists a smooth solutiong", rapidly decaying at in�nity, to this problem. One can also prove



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 41that the moments of g" are propagated, locally in time, uniformly in ".The proof is exactly the same as the one we sketched for the nonlinearapproximated problem in subsection 5.1.The linear approximated problem will be used in section 9, in con-nection with Proposition 12.6. Smoothing effectsIn this section, we prove theorem 5. To this end, we shall establisha priori estimates by multiplying eq. (1) by functions which are notknown to be smooth, such as nonlinear functions of f or their deriva-tives. Therefore, the exact meaning of all the (local in time) formalcomputations of this section is the following : one introduces a se-quence of compactly supported initial data fin;� such that fin;� ! finin L12(R3) when � ! 0. The computations are then performed for thesolution f "� of the approximated problem (23) corresponding to the ini-tial datum fin;�. The estimates satis�ed by f "� are rigorously justi�edbecause this function lies in C1(R+t ;S(R3v)). We do not use in thesecomputations the gain of moments of theorem 3, because this propertydoes not hold uniformly in " for the approximated problem. We ratheruse the propagation of moments, which is known (thanks to subsec-tion 5.1) to hold uniformly in " for the approximated problem (this isthe reason why we take an initial datum fin;� with compact support).The estimates we �nd in this way are independent of ", so that thanksto standard convexity arguments, they also hold for any weak clusterpoint f� of (f "� ) when " ! 0, which is therefore found to belong toC1((0;+1);S(R3v)). But thanks to theorem 2, we know that f� is aweak solution of eq. (1) { (4) with initial datum fin;�.Next, since (f�) are (exact) solutions of the Landau equation, all theirmoments are bounded for all positive times, uniformly in �. Writingdown again the estimates for f�, we �nd that they do not depend on� as soon as t � t0 > 0. Passing to the limit thanks to convexityarguments, we get a weak solution f of eq. (1) { (4) satisfying ourestimates, and in particular lying in C1((0;+1);S(R3v)).Finally, in the end, we show that our estimates on f hold indepen-dently of t when t ! +1. This can be proven directly on f once weprove that it is very smooth for t > 0.Proof of theorem 5:First step : From L log L to L2.We shall prove that if fin 2 L12\L log L(R3), then there exists a timet0, as small as desired, such that f(t0) 2 L2(R3): To that purpose, we



42 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIuse formulation (15) with ' = � 0(f), where � is a C1 function with�(0) = 0, which will be chosen later on. This givesddt Z �(f) = �Z arf r(�0(f)) + Z bfr(�0(f))= �Z arf rf�00(f) + Z bf�00(f)rf:Integrating by parts and using the chain-rule, we �nally �ndddt Z �(f) = �Z arf rf �00(f)� Z c��(f);(68)where �0�(t) = t�00(t), ��(0) = 0.Now, we choose �(t) = (1 + t) log(1 + t), so that � 00(t) = 1=(1 + t)and ��(t) = t� log(1 + t). Integrating between times 0 and t, we �ndZ �(f)(t)� Z �(fin) = �Z t0 d� Z arf rf �00(f)� Z t0 d� Z c��(f)(� ):Since jcj � C(1 + jvj) and j��(t)j � Ct, we see that R c��(f) isbounded, uniformly in time. On the other hand, R �(fin) and R �(f)(t)are �nite because f has �nite entropy. Therefore, for any t > 0,Z t0 d� Z arf rf�00(f) (� ) < +1:(69)Since a is uniformly positive, this entails that rp1 + f 2 L2((0; t)t �R3v), so that p1 + f � 1 2 L2((0; t);H1(R3v)) � L2((0; T );L6(R3)) bySobolev embedding. But p1 + f�1 � (p2�1)pf 1f�1, and therefore(70) Z t0 kp1 + f � 1k2_H1(R3) � K Z t0 kp1 + f � 1k2L6(R3)� K Z t0 kpf1f�1k2L6(R3) = Z t0 �ZR3 f3(v)1f�1�1=3Using kf1f�1kL3(R3) � kfkL1(R3); and the conservation of mass, weconclude that Z t0 d�kfkL3(R3)(� ) <1:But f is also in L1(R+t ;L1(R3v)), and therefore,Z t0 kfk4=3L2(R3)(� ) d� = Z t0 �Z f2(� )�2=3 d�� Z t0 �Z f�1=3�Z f3�1=3 d� �M1=3in Z t0 d�kfkL3(R3)(� ) < +1:



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 43Finally, one can �nd t0 � 0 as small as desired such that f(t0) 2 L2(R3v).Remark.When dealing with the approximated problem (23), estimate(69) is in factZ t0 d� Z (a" + "+ �"I)rq1 + f "� rq1 + f "� (� ) < +1:Therefore, one gets the strong compactness of f "� in L1loc(Rt�R3v) (thecompactness in the t-variable comes out of the equation satis�ed by f "� ).As a consequence, the estimates above (and especially estimate (69)),which are obtained by letting " go to 0 (and then �), rigorously holdthanks to a convexity argument.Second step : From L2 to H1.In this step, we prove that if f(t0) 2 L2(R3v) for some time t0 � 0,then f 2 L1([t1;+1)t;L2s(R3v)) \ L2loc([t1;+1)t;H1s (R3v)) for all t1 >t0; s > 0.A �rst method to get such a result would consist in using repeatedlyformula (68). Indeed, the function f lies in L3 for positive times,and therefore, by interpolation with L12, it also lies in L21. Choosing�(t) = t2, we then get f 2 L6 and the argument can be iterated.Instead of using such a method, we shall rather focus on L2 moments.We shall use the elementaryLemma 7. Let f be in H1(R3). Then for all � > 0 and � > 0 thereexists C� > 0, depending only on �, such thatZ f2(1 + jvj2)� � � Z jrf j2 + C� �Z f(1 + jvj2) 5�4 �2 :Proof of the lemma. By H�older's inequality and Sobolev embedding,Z f2(1 + jvj2)� � �Z f6�1=5�Z f(1 + jvj2)5�=4�4=5� C �Z jrf j2�3=5�Z f(1 + jvj2)5�=4�4=5 :We conclude by Young's inequality.



44 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIThis lemma will allow us to use the results of Theorem 3 to studythe L2 moments.Let us now suppose that kf(t0)kL2 < +1, and consider the timeevolution of the L2 moments. We �x s > 0.ddt Z f2(1 + jvj2)s = �Z (arf � bf)r �f(1 + jvj2)s�= �Z dv arf rf (1 + jvj2)s (i)� Z dv afrf v 2s(1 + jvj2)s�1 (ii)+ Z dv b � frf (1 + jvj2)s (iii)+ Z dv f2b � v 2s(1 + jvj2)s�1: (iv)We estimate separately each term of the previous formula. Using theellipticity of a, we get�(i) � K Z (1 + jvj2)s+ 2 jrf j2;while, integrating by parts,(ii) = Z f2r � �asv(1 + jvj2)s�1� ;(iii) = �12 Z f2r � �b(1 + jvj2)s� :Since, in view of the convolution structure,��r � �av(1 + jvj2)s�1��� � C(1 + jvj2)s+ 2 ;��r � �b(1 + jvj2)s��� � C(1 + jvj2)s+ 2 ;for a constant C depending only on M+2(f), we �nally obtain theinequalityddt Z f2(1 + jvj2)s � �K Z jrf j2(1 + jvj2)s+ 2 + C Z f2(1 + jvj2)s+ 2 :Applying lemma 7, the right-hand side of this inequality is bounded by�K Z jrf j2(1 + jvj2)s+ 2 + C �Z f(1 + jvj2) 54 (s+ 2 )�2 ;



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 45so that ddtkfk2L22 s � �Kkfk2_H12 s+ + Ckfk2L1(5=2)(s+=2):(71)Remarks.1. In fact, at this stage, working on the approximated problem, oneonly recoversddtkf "� k2L22 s � �Kkf "� k2_H12s + Ckf "�k2L1(5=2)(s+=2)(because a" + (�" + ")I � K I, instead of a � K(1 + jvj)I). Aswe stated at the beginning of the section, one has to perform �rstthe limit " ! 0 and then � ! 0, because the moments are notgained uniformly in " at the level of f "� . Nevertheless, in the end,eq. (71) rigorously holds for any t > 0 (or when the initial datumhas enough moments).2. There are alternative proofs which do not use as manyL1 moments(see section 8). Indeed, as was announced, it su�ces that f 2L1([0; T ]t; L1+2(R3v)) to get estimate (25). The proof is howevermore complicated, and we prefer to postpone it to section 9, wherethis re�nement really becomes useful.Note that eq. (71) is enough to get the �rst statement of part i)of theorem 5. As stated in remark 2 above, the proof of the secondstatement is postponed to section 9.Inequality (71) with s = 0 ensures that f 2 L2loc([t0;+1)t;H1(R3v)),and therefore, by Sobolev's embeddings, f 2 L2loc([t0;+1)t;L6(R3v)).Then, for any t1 > t0 and s > 0, there exists t1=2 2 (t0; t1) such thatf(t1=2) 2 L2s(R3v) (because L6 \ (\s�0L1s) � (\s�0L2s)).Thus, we already know thatf 2 L2loc([t1=2;+1)t;\s�0H1s (R3v)) \ L1loc([t1=2;+1)t;\s�0L2s(R3v)):It remains to prove that the previous estimates also hold uniformlywhen t! 1. Admitting for a while the remaining steps of the proofof local smoothing, the smoothness of f allows to dispend oneself withthe approximated problem, and use the ellipticity estimate (24). Wenote thatrf (1 + jvj2) s2+ 4 = r(f (1 + jvj2) s2+ 4 )� �s+ 2� v f (1 + jvj2) s2+ 4�1:We expand R jrf j2(1+jvj2)s+=2 according to this decomposition, inte-grate by parts in the cross-product and then use Sobolev's embedding



46 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIfor g = f(1 + jvj2)s=2+=4, to get (with obvious notations)ddtkfk2L22 s � �Kkfk2L66 s+3  + Ckfk2L22 s�2+ + Ckfk2L1(5=2)(s+=2):Then, thanks to H�older's inequality, the conservation of mass and theboundedness (on [t0;+1)) of all moments of f in L1, we easily obtaina di�erential equation of the formddtkfk2L22 s � �K(kfk2L22 s)� + C kfk2L22 s + Cwith � > 1. Using the fact that f(t1=2) 2 L2s(R3v), we obtain for alls > 0, f 2 L1([t1;+1)t;L2s(R3v)):(72)Using once again formula (71), we also getf 2 L2loc([t1;+1)t;H1s (R3v)):(73)Third step : From H1 to S.Now, we shall show by induction that for all integer n � 1f 2 L1loc�R�+;\s�0Hns (R3v)� \ L2loc�R�+;\s�0Hn+1s (R3v)�:(74)Since t1 > t0 is arbitrary in formula (72), (73), the case n = 0 is aconsequence of the previous step. Now, assume that the property (74)holds for n and let us prove that it also holds for n + 1. We considerg = @�f , j�j = n+1, any derivative of order n+1 of f . Di�erentiatingequation (1) in v, we write an equation satis�ed by g, namely@tg = r � Z dv� X�;�0�+=�C�� @�aij(v � v�) (r@f f� �rf� @f)= r � �arg � b g�+ Xj�j�1�+=�C�� r � Z dv� @�aij(v � v�) (f�r@f �rf� @f)(of course, we note rf� = (rf)�).



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 47Then one computes for r � 0,ddt Z g2(1 + jvj2)r dv =� Z argrg (1 + jvj2)r + r Z g2r � �av(1 + jvj2)r�1�� 12 Z g2r � �b(1 + jvj2)r�+ Z g22r b v(1 + jvj2)r�1� Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z (@�a)r@f rg (1 + jvj2)r (v)� Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z (@�a)r@f 2r v(1 + jvj2)r�1g (vi)+ Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z (@�b)rg(1 + jvj2)r@f (vii)+ Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z (@�b) 2r v(1 + jvj2)r�1g@f: (viii)The �rst four terms are handled exactly as in the previous step. Wenote that (thanks to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality)Z h�jv � v�jk dv� � Ck (1 + jvjk);as soon as h 2 T`�0 L2̀(R3).Then, we estimate the last four terms. We denote symbolically by @jpjany derivative of order jpj. Using Leibniz' formula, and then applyingthe induction hypothesis,j(vi)j = ������ Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z dv dv� @1a(v � v�) @jj+1f 2r v(1 + jvj2)r�1g @j�j�1f�������� Xj�j�1;�+=�C Z j@jj+1f j jgj 2r (1+jvj2)r+ 2 � C supj�j�j�jZ j@j�jf j2(1+jvj2)r+ 2 :j(viii)j = ������ Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z dv dv� @2a(v � v�) @j�j�1f� 2r v(1 + jvj2)r�1 g @jjf������� Xj�j�1;�+=�C Z 2r (1 + jvj2)r+ 2� 12 jgj j@jjf j� C supj�j�j�jZ (1 + jvj2)r+ 2� 12 j@j�jf j2:



48 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIFor the two remaining terms, we use Young's inequality.j(vii)j = ������ Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z dv dv� @2a(v � v�) @j�j�1f�rg(1 + jvj2)r@jjf������� Xj�j�1;�+=�C Z (1 + jvj2)r+ 2 jrgj j@jjf j� � Z (1 + jvj2)rjrgj2 + C� supjj�j�j�1Z (1 + jvj2)r+ j@jjf j2:j(v)j = ������ Xj�j�1;�+=�C�� Z dv dv� @1a(v � v�)@jj+1f rg (1 + jvj2)r@j�j�1f�������� Xj�j�1;�+=�C Z (1 + jvj2)r+ 2+1j@jj+1f j jrgj� � Z (1 + jvj2)rjrgj2 + C� supj�j�j�jZ (1 + jvj2)r++2j@j�jf j2:Gathering all these computations, we get for any T > t0 > 0,Z g2(1 + jvj2)r dv(T ) + (K � 2 �)Z Tt0 Z jrgj2(1 + jvj2)r+ 2 dv dt� Z g2(1 + jvj2)r dv(t0) +C� supj�j�j�jZ Tt0 Z (1 + jvj2)r++2j@j�jf j2 dv dt:Since, by induction hypothesis, we can choose t0 such thatZ g2(1 + jvj2)r dv (t0) <1;and supj�j�j�jZ Tt0 Z (1 + jvj2)r++2j@j�jf j2 dv dt <1;we easily conclude thatf 2 L2loc((0;+1[t;\s�0Hn+2s (R3v)) \ L1loc((0;+1[t;\s�0Hn+1s (R3v)):Remark. At the level of the approximated problem, one gets an esti-mate for R Tt0 R jrg"�j2(1+jvj2)r dv dt instead of R Tt0 R jrg"�j2(1+jvj2)r+ 2 dv dt.The conclusion does not change.



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 49We now turn to the problem of uniformity of the previous estimateswhen t ! +1. As in the previous step, we do not use the approxi-mated problem.Let us sum all the previous inequalities for all derivatives g of ordern+ 1 : we get ddtkfk2_Hn+12r � �Kkfk2_Hn+22r+ + Ckfk2Hn+12r++2 :(75)Then we use another elementary interpolation lemma.Lemma 8. For all integer n and real numbers � > 0, s > 0, thereexists a constant C� > 0 such that for all f 2 Hn+2 \Hn2s,kfk2_Hn+1s � �kfk2_Hn+2 + C�kfk2Hn2s:Proof of the lemma. The result is readily obtained by a simple integra-tion by parts and Young's inequality,Z rfrf(1+jvj2)s=2 = �Z f ��f(1 + jvj2)s=2 + srf � v(1 + jvj2) s�22 �� � Z (�f)2 + C� Z f2(1 + jvj2)s + � Z jrf j2:With this lemma at hand and the Sobolev embedding, it is easy toshow that (75) implies a di�erential inequality of the formddtkfk2_Hn+12r � �K �kfk2_Hn+12r �� + Ckfk2Hn4r ;at least when 2r � +2. Since by induction, allHns norms are bounded,uniformly in time, the result follows for all Hn+12r norm, r � 0. Thiscompletes the induction, and the proof of part ii) of theorem 5.Fourth step : Smoothness with respect to time.We �nally prove by induction that for all integer n, dndtn f(t) 2 S(R3)as soon as t > 0. According to the previous step, this is true whenn = 0. Let us now assume that the induction hypothesis holds for n,then@n+1@tn+1f = nXk=0 Cknr � Z dv� �a(v � v�)r @k@tkf @n�k@tn�k f��� nXk=0 Cknr � Z a(v � v�)r @k@tkf(v�) @n�k@tn�k f(v):
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3Figure 2. Estimate of the mass outside the coneSince a is in L1loc(R3) and polynomially bounded, and since all thederivatives of f of order less or equal than n are in Schwartz's space,in view of the convolution structure, the right-hand side is also inSchwartz's space.This ends the proof of part iii) of Theorem 5.7. Initial data with infinite entropyIn this section, we prove theorem 6. We begin with a lemma inspiredfrom the work of Arsen'ev and Buryak [3]. We prove that the ellipticityof (aij) still holds (at least for a small time) even when f has in�niteentropy.Lemma 9. Let T > 0 and f be a nonnegative function (f 6= 0) be-longing to L1([0; T ]t;L12(R3v))\C([0; T ]t;W�2;1(R3v)) such that f(0; �) 2L12(R3v).Then there exists �t 2 (0; T ] and K > 0 such that for all �; v 2 R3,and all time t 2 [0;�t],aij(t; v) �i�j � K (1 + jvj) j�j2:(76)Remarks.1. The proof allows in fact f(0; �) to be a measure, provided that itbe not concentrated on a single line.2. By its mere de�nition, a weak solution of the Landau equation isweakly Lipschitz in time, i.e.����Z f(t) � Z f(s) ���� � Cjt� sjk kW 2;1 :Proof of the lemma. First, since f(0; �) is not concentrated on a singleline, there exist three balls Bi, i = 1; 2; 3, in R3, with radius r > 0 andnon-aligned centers xi, such that RBi f(0; �) > 0. Reducing the radius



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 51of the balls if necessary, we assume that no single line can intersect thethree balls at the same time, and even the balls of radius 2 r. Thanksto the continuity assumption of the lemma, we can moreover supposethat inft2[0;�t]P3i=1 RBi f(t; �) > 0: Then, using the same notations asin section 4, we can �nd for any R > 0 an angle �0(R) > 0 such thatwhen jvj � R, for all � 2 R3, there exists i 2 f1; 2; 3g, such thatD�0(R);�(v) \ Bi is empty (see �g. 2). Therefore, one has for jvj � R,t 2 [0;�t],aij(t; v) �i�j � ZBi dv� f�jv � v�j+2 sin2 �0(R)j�j2 � sin2 �0(R) r+2 j�j2:On the other hand, when jvj � R forR big enough, jv�v�j sin( \(v; v � v�))is of order 1, and therefore, when t 2 [0;�t],aij(t; v) �i�j � K jvj j�j2:Combining those two results, we get the lemma.Proof of theorem 6. We consider approximate solutions f "� as in theprevious section, and we shall prove that when � 2 (0; 2=3),sup">0 Z �t0 dtZ dv �f "� (t; v)�5=3�� � C�(f0):This will entail at the same time that f "� is weakly compact in L1,and that the entropy becomes �nite for any positive time less than �t.Thus the proof of Theorem 6 will be complete.As before, we shall do as if we were dealing with a smooth solutionf of the Landau equation.We use formula (68) with T = �t and �(t) = (1 + t)1�� � 1. Notingthat 0 � �(t) � C� t, and thanks to the conservation of mass, we getR �(f)(�t) � C(Min).Moreover, � 00(t) = �� (1 � �) (1 + t)�1��, �0�(t) = t �00(t) = �� (1 ��) t=(1 + t)1+�, hence j��(t)j � C� t, and, since jcj � C(1 + jvj2),Z �t0 Z ��(f) c � C� (Ein)�t:Therefore, �Z �t0 dtZ arf rf �00(f) � C� (Min + Ein�t);



52 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIhence, by lemma 9,Z �t0 dtk(f)k2_H1 � C�K (Min + Ein�t);with  02 = ��00, i.e.(t) =p� (1� �)�(1 + f) 12� �2 � 1��12 � �2��1 :By Sobolev embedding, using the �niteness of the L1 norm, we �ndZ �t0 dtf 12� �22L6(t) = Z �t0 dt�Z f3�3 ��1=3 � C�(fin;�t):(77)Now, by H�older's inequality,Z f5=3�� � �Z f�2=3 �Z f3�3 ��1=3 ;so that Z �t0 Z f5=3�� < +1for any � > 0 small enough.A parallel can be drawn between the gain of smoothness without en-tropy and the reverse inequalities of the end of section 3.8. Uniqueness by Gronwall's lemmaLet f1 and f2 be two weak solutions of the Landau equation, suchthat f1(0; �) = f2(0; �) = fin. By substraction,@t(f1 � f2) = Q(f1 � f2; f1 + f2)where the polar form of the quadratic operator Q is de�ned by(78)2Q(f1�f2; f1+f2) = r��a�(f1�f2) r(f1+f2)+a�(f1+f2) r(f1�f2)��r ��b � (f1 � f2) (f1 + f2) + b � (f1 + f2) (f1 � f2)�:We note at once that if one tries to perform a Gronwall{type lemmain a weighted L1 norm, and hence multiplies this equation by (an ap-proximation of) sgn(f1�f2), then one has to handle expressions of theform Z �"(f1 � f2) jrf1 �rf2j2;



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 53where �" is an approximation of the Dirac mass.This seems to entail considerable technicalities, so we shall there-fore rather work with L2 norms. More precisely, we shall proceed toestimate the time derivative of the normZ dv jf1 � f2j2(1 + jvj2)q;(79)where q will be chosen later on.As announced earlier, we begin with a proof of uniqueness in theclass of functions satisfying estimate (26).Proof of theorem 7 under the extra assumption (26) :In the sequel, we use the notation � for �(v � v�), and denote by�� a smooth radial cuto� function such that ��(jvj) = 1 for jvj � ��1and ��(jvj) = 0 for jvj � 1 + ��1. We use the fact that f1; f2 are inL2loc(R+t ;H1loc(R3v)) to write downddt Z jf1 � f2j2 (1 + jvj2)q �� =� Z �jv � v�j+2(f1� � f2�)r(f1 + f2)r �(f1 � f2)(1 + jvj2)q ��� dv dv� (a)� Z �jv � v�j+2(f1� + f2�)r(f1 � f2)r �(f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)q ��� dv dv� (b)� 2Z (v � v�)jv � v�j(f1� � f2�)(f1 + f2)r �(f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)q ��� dv dv� (c)� 2Z (v � v�)jv � v�j(f1� + f2�)(f1 � f2)r �(f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)q ��� dv dv�: (d)First, we estimate (b) + (d) ; this is� Z �jv � v�j+2(f1� + f2�)r(f1 � f2)r(f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)q �� dv dv�� Z �jv � v�j+2(f1� + f2�)r(f1 � f2) (f1 � f2) [2q (1 + jvj2)q�1v ��+ (1 + jvj2)qr��] dv dv�� 2Z (v � v�)jv � v�j(f1� + f2�)(f1 � f2)r(f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)q �� dv dv�� 2Z (v � v�)jv � v�j(f1� + f2�)(f1 � f2)2 [2q (1 + jvj2)q�1v ��+ (1 + jvj2)qr��] dv dv�:



54 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANILet us use for simplicity the notations x = x�(f1+f2), and u = f1�f2.Using the chain-rule, we �nd that (b) + (d) equals�Z aruru (1+jvj2)q �� dv�Z ar�u22 � [2q (1+jvj2)q�1v ��+(1+jvj2)qr��] dv+Z b�r�u22 � (1+jvj2)q �� dv+Z bu2 [2q (1+jvj2)q�1v ��+(1+jvj2)qr��] dvAfter integration by parts and simpli�cation, this is� Z aruru (1 + jvj2)q �� dv + Z u2(qa : r �(1 + jvj2)q�1v�� 12c(1 + jvj2)q + 2q(1 + jvj2)q�1bv)�� dv + P;with P � C Z u2 (1 + jvj2)q+1+=2 1��1�jvj�1+��1 ;and the convention that for two matrices A and B, A : B = AijBij .Now, we estimate the expression in curly brackets, which isZ (f1+f2)(v�)�q aij(v�v�) @i �(1 + jvj2)q�1vj�� 12c(v�v�) (1+jvj2)q+ 2q(1 + jvj2)q�1bi(v � v�) vi�:= Z (f1 + f2)(v�)jv � v�j�q (jvj2�ij � vivj) @i �(1 + jvj2)q�1vj�� 12(�2( + 3)) (1 + jvj2)q + 2q(1 + jvj2)q�1(�2vi) vi�+R;= �Z (f1 + f2)(v�) dv�� ( + 3� 2q)jvj2q+ +R + S(80)where R � Cjjf1 + f2jjL12+ (1 + jvj2)q�1=2;S � C Z (f1+f2)(v�)fjv�v�j�jvjgdv�(1+jvj2)q � Cjjf1+f2jjL1(1+jvj2)q:Here we have used the fact that v is (asymptotically) a \degenerate"direction for a. But thanks to our assumptions on f1; f2, we knowthat f1 + f2 2 L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v)), so that the leading order of this



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 55expression as jvj ! 1 is negative as soon as 2q >  + 3. Under thisassumption, we get(b) + (d) � �K Z jruj2(1 + jvj2)q+ 2 �� + C Z u2 (1 + jvj2)q ��(81) +C Z u2 (1 + jvj2)q+1+=2 1��1�jvj2�1+��1 :Remark. This is exactly the same computation that one has to per-form to prove that if the L2 norm is bounded and if moments up toorder  + 2 only are known to be �nite, then propagation of (su�-ciently high) L2 moments rigorously holds, even for the linear problemapproximation (see the next section).On the other hand, (a) + (c) equals�Z �jv � v�j+2(f1� � f2�)r(f1 + f2)r(f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)q �� (a1)�Z �jv � v�j+2(f1� � f2�)r(f1 + f2) (f1 � f2) 2q(1 + jvj2)q�1 v �� (a2)�Z �jv � v�j+2(f1� � f2�)r(f1 + f2) (f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)qr�� (a3)�2Z (v � v�)jv � v�j(f1� � f2�)(f1 + f2)r(f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)q �� (c1)�2Z (v � v�)jv � v�j(f1� � f2�)(f1 + f2) (f1 � f2) 2q(1 + jvj2)q�1 v �� (c2)�2Z (v � v�)jv � v�j(f1� � f2�)(f1 + f2) (f1 � f2) (1 + jvj2)qr��: (c3)We note that these terms do not appear when one deals with onesingle function; this is one reason why we shall obtain worse estimatesthan in section 6.We now use repeatedly the Cauchy{Schwarz's inequality, the inequal-ity jv � v�j � C(1 + jvj)(1 + jv�j) and Fubini's theorem :j(a1)j � �Z jv � v�jjf1� � f2�jjr(f1 � f2)j2 (1 + jvj2)q dv dv��1=2�Z jv � v�j+4jf1� � f2�jjr(f1 + f2)j2 (1 + jvj2)q dv dv��1=2� Ckf1 � f2k1=2L1 kr(f1 � f2)kL2+2qkf1 � f2k1=2L1+4kr(f1 + f2)kL2+4+2q� Ckf1 � f2kL1+4kr(f1 � f2)kL2+2qkr(f1 + f2)kL2+4+2q ;



56 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIj(a2)j � �Z jv � v�j2+4jf1� � f2�j jr(f1 + f2)j2(1 + jvj2)q�1 dv dv��1=2�Z jf1� � f2�j(f1 � f2)2 v2(1 + jvj2)q�1 dv dv��1=2� Ckf1 � f2k1=2L12+4kr(f1 + f2)kL22q+2+2kf1 � f2k1=2L1 kf1 � f2kL22q� Ckf1 � f2kL12+4kf1 � f2kL22qkr(f1 + f2)kL22q+2+2 ;j(c1)j � C�Z jv � v�j+2jf1� � f2�j(f1 + f2)2(1 + jvj2)q dv dv��1=2�Z jv � v�jjf1� � f2�jjr(f1� f2)j2 (1 + jvj2)q dv dv��1=2� Ckf1 � f2kL1+2kr(f1 � f2)kL2+2qkf1 + f2kL2+2q+2 ;j(c2)j � C�Z jv � v�j2+2jf1� � f2�j(f1 + f2)2(1 + jvj2)q�1 dv dv��1=2�Z jf1� � f2�j(f1 � f2)2 (1 + jvj2)q dv dv��1=2� Ckf1 � f2kL12+2kf1 � f2kL22qkf1 + f2kL22q+2 :Moreover, by the estimate f1; f2 2 L1loc(R+t ;L12+(R3v)), we getj(a3)j+ j(c3)j �C Z �jf1+f2j2+jrf1+rf2j2+juj2� (1+jvj2)q+1+=2 1jvj22[��1;1+��1]:Supposing that f1; f2 2 L2loc(R+t ;H12++2q(R3v)), we get after the passageto the limit � ! 0, and using  � 1,ddtkuk2L22q � �Kkruk2L22q+ + C jjujj2L22q + C B(t)krukL2+2q jjujjL1+4(82)+C B(t)kukL22q jjujjL12 +4+C A krukL2+2q jjujjL1+2+C A kukL22q jjujjL12+2 ;



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 57where A = supt2[0;T ]k(f1 + f2)(t; �)kL2+2+2q ;B(t) = kr(f1 + f2)(t; �)kL2+4+2q :The highest exponent in the weighted L1 norms is 2 + 4. Using theestimate jjujjL12 +4 � C� jjujjL24+11+� ;for any � > 0 we get(83)ddtkuk2L22q � �Kkruk2L22q++C jjujj2L22q+C�B(t)krukL2+2q jjujjL24+11+�+ C�B(t)kukL22q jjujjL24 +11+� + C�A krukL2+2q jjujjL24 +11+�+ C�A kukL22q jjujjL24 +11+� ;so that when 2q > 4  + 11, one gets(84) ddtkuk2L22q � �Kkruk2L22q+ + C (A+B(t))krukL2+2qkukL22q+ C (A+B(t)) kuk2L22q:Then, thanks to Young's inequality,ddtkuk2L22q � C (1 +B2(t) +A2) kuk2L22q :We can use Gronwall's lemma as soon as A < +1 and B 2 L2loc(R+t ),so that we need the estimate f1; f2 2 L1loc(R+t ;L22++2q(R3v)) and f1; f2 2L2loc(R+t ;H14++2q(R3v)) for some q > 0, 2q > 4 + 11. This is entailedby assumption (26).We get in the end f1 = f2 and therefore theorem 7 is proved underthe extra assumption (26).Before proving that estimate (26) is in fact always satis�ed (Cf. sec-tion 9), we turn to the problem of stability for eq. (1) { (4), and givetheProof of theorem 8:We adopt here the notations f; g; �; of this theorem, and denote byQ the Landau operator with cross section 	1(z) = jv � v�j+2. Wewrite @t(f � g) = Q(f + g; f � g)�r � ��rg � �g� ;



58 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIwhere � = Z dv��jv � v�j+2�(jv � v�j)f(v�); � = r � �:We have to estimate (among others) terms like����Z �r(f � g)rg (1 + jvj2)q � Z �r(f � g)g (1 + jvj2)q����� C� �kfk2_H12q++2 + kgk2_H12q++2� :Therefore, in the end we recover (for q as in the proof of theorem 7),ddtkf � gk2L22q � Ckf � gk2L22q + C��kfk2_H12q++2 + kgk2_H12q++2� :Hence, for all time t � T ,kf �gk2L22q � kfin�gink2L22qeCt+C� Z t0 d� �kfk2_H12q++2 + kgk2_H12q++2�� �2eCT + C�if kfin � ginkL22q � �, as soon as jjf; gjjL2loc(R+t ;H12++2q(R3v)) is boundeduniformly with respect to �. But thanks to the proof of theorem 5, thisis true for example when � < 1=2.The conclusion follows by letting � go to 0.9. Uniqueness in a wider classIn this short section, we �rst explain how one can dispend with theassumption that f be in weighted H1 for the uniqueness theorem tohold. More precisely, we shall prove that estimate (26) automaticallyholds as soon as fin is in a suitable weighted L2, without any assumptionfor positive times.The motivation for this comes from the fact that we are aware ofno uniform H1-type estimates for asymptotically grazing solutions ofthe Boltzmann equation and hence solutions of the Landau equationconstructed by grazing collisions asymptotics (see Theorem 1) are nota priori known to belong to H1loc (in the variable v).We must however mention that if one puts together the results in [35]and in Part II of the present work, one obtains the entropy dissipationestimate rpf 2 L2([0; T ] � R3v). This estimate may be useful if onehopes to prove a uniqueness theorem in a L log L- type space (for ex-ample).



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 59Proposition 13. Let fin 2 L2s(R3) with s > 5 + 15, and let f be aweak solution of the Landau equation with initial datum fin. Then, forall time T > 0, f 2 L1([0; T ]t; L2s(R3v)) \ L2([0; T ]t;H1s (R3v)).Proof of Proposition 13. Let us denote by afij; bfi ; cf the associated co-e�cients aij � f , bi � f , c � f , andQ(f; g) � afij @ijg � cfg � L(f) � g:(85)Of course, f is a weak solution of the linear Cauchy problem(@tg = Q(f; g);g(0) = fin:(86)For " > 0, we can consider the approximated problem (67). Thereexists a smooth solution (rapidly decreasing at in�nity) g" to (67), i.e.@tg" = aijf"@ijg" � cf"g" + ("+ �")�g" � (��")g":We shall set for simplicityea";f" = a";f" + ("+ �")I; eb";f" = b";f" + (r�"); ec";f" = c";f" + (��"):We are interested in the propagation of weighted L2 norms for g". Itis now time to give the re�ned proof of regularization from L2 to H1 :it consists in repeating the computation of the last section, in order toget(87) ddt Z (g")2(1 + jvj2)q = �2Z ea";f"rg"rg"(1 + jvj2)q+Z (g")2�2qr�[ea";f"(1+jvj2)q�1v]+eb";f"2q(1+jvj2)q�1�v�ec";f"(1+jvj2)q�:This computation is easily justi�ed since g" is smooth and rapidlydecreasing : here we have no need to introduce a cuto� function,and there is no remainder P , as in the last section. Since fin 2L2s(R3), it lies in L1+2(R3), and the results of section 3 prove thatf 2 L1(R+t ;L1+2(R3v)). Then, we can estimate the terms in curlybrackets in the same spirit as previously. Here, one has however to beslightly more careful, because we only deal with approximations of thereal coe�cients in the Landau equation. Let us give some details aboutthat.First of all, it is easy to estimate the terms involving �" :2qr � [("+ �")(1 + jvj2)q�1v] +r�"2q(1 + jvj2)q�1 � v���"(1 + jvj2)q � C(1 + jvj2)q;



60 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIwith C independent of ", and thus these terms cannot cause a blow-upin �nite time for the L22q norm of g". Next, one can check that theother terms inside the curly brackets in (87) are exactly(88)Z dv� f "(v�)	"(jv � v�j)jv � v�j2 �2q (jv�v�j2�(v�v�)i(v�v�)j)@i[(1+jvj2)q�1vj�� 8q (1 + jvj2)q�1vi(vi � v�;i)+ 2�	0"(jv � v�j)jv � v�j	"(jv � v�j) + 1� (1 + jvj2)q�:In order to conclude as in the previous section, we use the estimate	0"(jzj)jzj=	"(jzj) �  + 2. Then, it is not di�cult to bound the ex-pression in curly brackets in (88) by2 ( + 3 � 2q)(1 + jvj2)q + C(1 + jvj2)q�1=2(1 + jv�j)+ C(1 + jv�j2)(1 + jvj2)q�1:When jvj >> jv�j, this expression is negative, and therefore it is in anycase bounded by C(1 + jv�j2)(1 + jvj2)q�1. Then we conclude that (87)is bounded byC Z f "�(jvj + jv�j)(1 + jv�j2)(1 + jvj2)q�1 � Ckf "kL1+2(1 + jvj2)q�1+=2:In the end, we �nd, using the uniform ellipticity property of theapproximated linear problem (note that this ellipticity depends onlyon the mass, energy and entropy associated to f ", so that it can betaken independant of "),Z (g")2(1 + jvj2)q(T ) +K Z T0 dt Z jrg"j2(1 + jvj2)q� C Z T0 dt Z (g")2(1 + jvj2)q�1+=2 + Z (g")2(0)(1 + jvj2)q;provided that 2q >  + 3, and here the constants K and C dependon f , but not on ", nor g". By Gronwall's lemma, we see that g" isuniformly bounded in L1t (L22q) \ L2t (H12q) for all q > ( + 3)=2.Passing to the limit as " goes to 0, and using the uniqueness theoremfor the linear problem (thanks to our assumption on fin, we can useproposition 12), we �nd that f = limg" lies in L1t (L2s)\L2t (H1s ) for s >5+15. This concludes the proof of proposition 13 and theorem 7.Remarks.



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 611. As we have already said, it is possible that a more careful analysisenables one to conclude that f 2 L2loc(R+t ;H1s+(R3v)). The gainin the uniqueness theorem would however be only the change ofthe exponent 5 + 15 into 4 + 15.2. We �nally note that the last statement of theorem 5, (i), whoseproof had been postponed, is a simple consequence of the proof ofproposition 12, with g" replaced by the solution of the nonlinearapproximated problem f ".10. Maxwellian lower boundIn this section, we prove theorem 9.We begin with the proof of i). This result is a re�ned version of theone that can be found in [3]. Let us �rst assume that fin 2 H2(R3), sothat thanks to the result on propagation of smoothness (see theorem 5,i)) the unique weak solution f of the Landau equation with initial da-tum fin is continuous, and the classical maximumprinciple is available.We set L(f) = aij @ij � c; (t; v) = e��0 (1+t)��0 jvj22 ;where �0 > 0 and �0 > 0 are to be chosen later.An easy computation shows that@t � L(f) = ���0 + �0 aii � �20 aij vi vj + c� :(89)Thanks to the estimates of section 4, there exists C;K > 0 (dependingonly on Min;Hin;M+2(fin) such thataij vi vj � K jvj2 (1 + jvj); aii � C (1 + jvj+2);jcj � C (1 + jvj):Therefore, it is possible to choose �rst �0 > 0 large enough, and then �0large enough (depending only on Hin, Min and M+2(fin)) for (89) tobe nonpositive. Imposing moreover that exp(��0) � C0 and �0 � K0,we �nd that the function u = f �  satis�es((@t � L(f)) u � 0 in R3� (0; T );u(0; v) � 0:(90)It is easy here to avoid the complications that could appear in non-bounded domains for the application of the maximum principle. For



62 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIall � > 0,  � � is negative as soon as jvj is large enough, thereforethere exists a bounded domain D� � [0; T ] such that u+ � satis�es((@t � L(f)) (u+ �) � 0 in R3� (0; T );u+ � � 0 on @(D� � [0; T ]):By the maximum principle (Cf. [23], p. 13),f(t; v) � e��0(1+t)��0 v22 � �;(91)for all � > 0, v 2 D�, so that part (i) of theorem 9 is proved by letting� go to 0.Finally, we recover i) when fin is not necessarily in H2 thanks to adensity argument. Let f "in be an approximation of fin lying in H2(R3).Then, the result holds for f ", the unique solution of the Landau equa-tion with initial datum f "in, with constants that depend only on fin.Thanks to the stability result of Theorem 8, we conclude that thecorresponding solutions f " converge (a.e. and up to a subsequence)towards f , whence the conclusion.Remarks.1. Compare this situation with the last section : the maximumprinciple allows us to estimate solutions of the Landau equationfrom below, but not from above (because �c is positive and un-bounded).2. We note that we do not recover a uniform constant in front of theMaxwellian distribution : e��0(1+t) becomes rapidly very small astime increases. Our method of proof cannot give better estimatesunless one has information on the long{time behaviour of the co-e�cients, i.e. on f itself (see Part 2 of the present work).We now prove parts ii) and iii) of theorem 9. We do not supposeany more that f satis�es a pointwise Maxwellian lower bound at time0, but still recover such an estimate for any strictly positive time.We begin with part iii) of theorem 9. Thanks to theorem 5, we knowthat for any t0 > 0, the solution f of the Landau equation we areconsidering is very smooth on [t0;+1)t � R3v. Moreover (if fin 6= 0),we can �nd v0 2 R3 such that f(t0; v0) > 0. This ensures the existenceof a ball I = B(v0; �) (with � > 0) and a constant D > 0 such that8v 2 I; f(t0; v) � D:Therefore, f(t0; �) � �, where � is some smooth function stricly posi-tive on I and vanishing on Ic. We impose moreover that �jV = D,where V is the ball B(v0; �=2) and that �(v) = 	(r) where r =



ON THE HOMOGENEOUS LANDAU EQUATION 63jv � v0j2=2. We also denote r0 = �2=2, and we choose � in such away that 	 is decreasing and that 	00 tends to 0 in decreasing whenr ! r�0 .We now de�ne  1(t; v) = e��0 (t�t0)	(r);where �0 > 0 will be chosen later. We get(92)@t 1 � L(f) 1 = ��0 1 � aij (vi � v0i) (vj � v0j)	00(r) e��0 (t�t0)� aii	0(r) e��0 (t�t0) + c  1:First, when r � r0, the quantity (92) is clearly 0.Then, there exists " > 0 (" < r0=2) such that when r 2 [r0 � "; r0],j	0(r)j � " supr�s�r0 j	00(s)j � "	00(r):(93)Using the fact that jaiij � C (because r � r0) and aij(vi � v0i) (vj �v0j) � K (because r � r0=2) for some C;K > 0, we get@t 1 � L(f) 1 � (�K + C ") e��0 (t�t0)	00(r):Taking " > 0 small enough, the quantity (92) becomes nonpositive forr 2 [r0 � "; r0].Then, when r 2 [0; r0 � "], one has@t 1 � L(f) 1 � � � �0	(r0 � ")+2 supr�r0(jaijj (1 + 2 r)) supr�r0(	0(r);	00(r))� e��0 (t�t0):Choosing now �0 large enough (and depending in fact of Min;Hin,M+2(fin);D; �), we see that once again, (92) becomes nonpositive.Finally, using the maximum principle, we get for all t � t0; v 2 R3,f(t; v) � e��0 (t�t0)�(v);so that when t � t0; v 2 V ,f(t; v) � D e��0 (t�t0):We now need to prove that for large v, the function f is boundedfrom below by a function with a Maxwellian behaviour.To that purpose, we consider the open domain
 = �R3 nB(v0; �=2)�� (t0;+1);



64 L. DESVILLETTES AND C. VILLANIand the function 2(t; v) = D e[��0 (t�t0)��0��0 (t�t0)�1] jv�v0j22de�ned on 
. In this formula, �0 > 0 is a parameter to be chosen later.This function can be extended (by 0 when t = t0) in a smoothfunction on 
 because v0 =2 V . Therefore, f �  2 on @
.On the other hand,(94) @t 2 � L(f) 2 = �(��0 + �0 (t� t0)�2) (v � v0)22 + �(t) aii� �2(t) aij (vi � v0i) (vj � v0j) + c� 2;where �(t) = �0 (t� t0) + �0 + �0 (t� t0)�1.Using the results of section 4 and the fact that jv � v0j � �=2, weget constants C;K > 0 (depending onMin;Hin,M+2(fin) and �) suchthat aij (vi � v0i) (vj � v0j) � K (1 + jv � v0j+2);while aii � C (1 + jv � v0j+2):Therefore, (94) is nonpositive as soon as �2(t) � 2 �0 (t � t0)�2 and�(t) � 2C=K. Those inequalities hold as soon as �0 is large enough.Using now the maximum principle on 
, we get for all t � t0 andv 2 R3, f(t; v) � D e[��0 (t�t0)��0��0 (t�t0)�1] jv�v0j22 ;whence there exist a0; b0; c0 > 0 such that for all t � t0 and v 2 R3,f(t; v) � a0e[�b0 (t�t0)�c0 (t�t0)�1] jvj2;and part iii) of theorem 9 is proved.Finally, part ii) of theorem 9 can be proven exactly in the same way,with t0 replaced by 0, and an approximation procedure to cover thecase of initial data that do not lie in H2(R3).Acknowledgment: The support of the TMR contract "AsymptoticMethods in Kinetic Theory", ERB FMBX CT97 0157 is acknowledged.
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